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Key to the
Academic Center
1. Mosque
2. Art Classrooms-913 Floyd Avenue
3. To Classrooms-Floyd Avenue and Morris Street
4. Site of New Library
5. Science Building-816 Park Avenue
6. Physical Plant-824 Park Avenue
7. Chalkley House-828 Park Avenue
8. Hibbs Building-214-220 Shafer Street
9. Office Building-912 Park Avenue
10. Art Classrooms-914 Park Avenue
11. & 12. School of Education-918-920 Park Avenue
13. Fine Art Department-924 Park Avenue
14. History & Political Science-926 Park Avenue
15. Dormitory-928 Park Avenue
16. School of Distribution-930 Park Avenue
11.· Temple: Gaslight Theatre and Cafeteria
18. Communication Arts and Theatre Building
19. Library
20. Future Art Building
21. Margaret l. Johnson Hall-801 West Franklin
22. Gymnasium Extension (under construction)
23. Gymnasium Building-817-819 West Franklin
24. Ritter-Hickok-821 West Franklin
25. Arts and Crafts
26. Founders' Hall-827 West Franklin
27. Administration Building-901 West Frankin
28. Anderson House-913 West Franklin
29. Offices, School of Art-915 West Franklin
30. & 31. School of Music-917-919 West Franklin
32. & 33. Scherer Hall-923 West Franklin
34. Raleigh Building
35. Rhoads Hall-710-716 West Franklin
36. School of Business-BOO West Franklin
37. Dormitory-806 West Franklin
38. Dormitory-808 West Franklin
39. Offices-810 West Franklin
40. Classroom Building-812 West Franklin
41 . School of Business-820 West Franklin
42. Offices-826 West Franklin
43. President's House-910 West Franklin
44. Student Center-916 West Franklin
45. VCU Police Oepartment-918 West Franklin
46. Admissions Office-922 West Franklin
47. Meredith House-1014 West Franklin
48. Sculpture Studio
49. Lafayette Hall-312 North Shafer
50. Physical Plant Warehouse-& S. Linden
Parking Areas
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J. PARIS

The purpose of Virginia Commonwealth University shall be to endeavor
to provide an educational environment nurturing and stimulating teaching, research, and service. Sensitive to the needs of urban life in the
Commonwealth, it will strive to promote the pursuit of knowledge and
the dissemination of professional skills.
The objectives of the University shall be:
To identify and anticipate urban problems; to advance experimentation and open-ended attitudes in their solution through appropriate research, and to develop the university as a planning and
resource center for urban living.
To commit itself to creative and varied programs of teaching, research, and consultation, contributing to the improvement of the
quality of life within urban communities.
To promote and develop programs of continuing and graduate
education relevant to contemporary society.
To provide an educational climate which will stimulate in the student a lifelong commitment to learning and serv'ice, which will
develop competence and motivation to work toward the realiza.
tion of individual and community potentials, and which will set for
the student an example of excellence.
To develop and maintain an environment of educational excellence which will attract and motivate faculty to pursue their
work in accordance with the highest educational standards.
To recognize the imaginative power of the arts and humanities in
reflecting the problems and aspirations of society and of the human
condition; to acknowledge the role of the arts in changing behavior;
and to provide opportunities throughout the University and the
Commonwealth to maximize their relevance, both individually in
the self-realization of the student, and publicly, in exhibition and
performance.
To complement existing institutions of higher learning by providing programs of a uniquely urban character, thus enhancing the
educational opportunities of the Commonwealth.
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History

Richmond Professional Institute (one of the components of Virginia
Commonwealth University) began as the Richmond 'School of Social
Work and Public Health in September 1917. The School opened with
thirty-one students and one full-time teacher and director, Dr. Henry
Horace Hibbs.
In 1925, the Richmond School of Social Work and Public Health became the Richmond Division of the College of William and Mary.
During the same year the Institution moved to its present site at
Franklin and Shafer Streets. From 1925 to 1940 the college existed on
student fees and occasional contributions, since no provision was made
by the state for its support. In 1939 the name of the institution was
officially changed to Richmond Professional Institute of the College of
William and Mary.
'

In 1953 Richmond Professional Institute, heretofore accredited through
its connection with the College of William and Mary, was elected to full
membership and accredited in its own name by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools. By act of the General Assembly in 1962,
Richmond Professional Institute was separated from the College of
William and Mary and made an independent state-supported institution,
effective July 1, 1962. Next a special commission, appointed by the
governor, recommended to the Virginia General Assembly that Richmond Professional Institute be joined with the Medical College of
Virginia, another state-supported institution of higher education, to
form the Virginia Commonwealth University. The new University came
into existence on July 1, 1968.
Throughout the years of development the school has been ably led by
its chief administrators. Dr. Hibbs has been succeeded by Dr. George
J. Oliver (1959-1967), Dr. Roland H. Nelson, Jr. (1967-1968), and
Dr. Warren W. Brandt, recently elected by the Board of Visitors to
serve as the new University's first president.
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General Information

ACCREDITATION
Virginia Commonwealth University (Academic Center) is a member
of and accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges, which is
the general accrediting agency for colleges in this region. The University
is a member of the Council of Graduate Schools in the United States.
Individual Schools or Departments are accredited by various other
associations.
LIBRARY
The objectives of the library are to furnish books and journals, to meet
the curricular offerings of the various programs on both graduate and
undergraduate level, to provide additional cultural materials not necessarily attendant upon immediate course work, and to add research materials for graduate and faculty investigation.
The Academic Division library is housed in the Anderson Building near
the Administration Building and is readily accessible to all parts of the
campus. The present library contains some 100,000 volumes, a large
portion of which are in the Dewey Decimal System, but which are
being currently reclassified into the Library of Congress classification,
more suitable for a university library.
Besides the Anderson Building, the Academic Center students use
the Virginia State Library, the Library of the Virginia Museum of
Fine Arts, and the Tompkins-Mccaw Library on the campus of the
Medical College of Virginia. All are operated by the Commonwealth of
Virginia.
The James Branch Cabell Library, presently under construction, will
replace the Anderson Building during the summer of 1970. The first
building phase, which will be available at that time, will house some
220,000 volumes and will provide adequate facilities and space for those
who use the library. Phase Two of the James Branch Cabell Library
will involve three additional floors and will boost the housing total to
some 750,000 volumes.
In recent years professional scientific and technical materials have been
purchased on an adequate level to maintain course work. The collection
of art books is one of the finest in the South, and in business and
10

social work there are notable holdings. New volumes and journals will
be purchased in all fields as rapidly as possible. Research collections
will be added to the library by gift or acquisition whenever available.
Recently the library has been able to acquire several important collections of manuscripts and rare books which will greatly improve the
research facilities.

GRADUATE WORK DURING THE SUMMER
Graduate credit, up to a maximum of sixteen credits, may be earned at
Virginia Commonwealth University summer sessions in several programs. Students who have applied and been admitted to the graduate
division may use appropriate summer courses to fulfill degree and credentials requirements. For complete information and bulletins, inquiries
should be addressed to the Director of the Summer Session.

PLACEMENT SERVICE
Virginia Commonwealth University operates a placement service under
the direction of the Office of Development. This service is in contact
with major employers in Virginia and neighboring states and schedules
regular campus interview visitations. The Placement Service participates in the College Placement Council which makes available to the
student lists of employment opportunities throughout the United States
and Canada. It also maintains membership in the Southern College
Placement Association; the Virginia College Placement Association; and
the Association for School, College, and University staffing.
Each School of the College assists its graduates in locating positions
by providing information on employment possibilities and practices.

HONOR CODE
The Honor Code of Virginia Commonwealth University assumes that the
principles of honorable conduct are familiar to all students. Each student member should assume of his own free will certain responsibilities
to the College and to himself, and it must be accepted that matriculation
presupposes voluntary observance by the student of the honor system.
Disciplinary power in administering the Honor Code to graduate students is vested in the Graduate Council.
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SPECIAL STUDENTS
Several categories of college graduates are enrolled as special stude
in the following categories:
a. those who wish to pursue a d,egree and who wish to be accepted
graduate work before the end of the semester;
b. those who wish to pursue no degree but wish to continue their
education for self enrichment;
c. those who wish to remove undergraduate deficiencies in order to
qualify for graduate work.
Special students must enroll at the Graduate Office on the appropriate
form.

ADVISING PROGRAM
Students shall be responsible for knowing and fulfilling all general and
specific requirements relating to the completion of their degree prograin.
The heads of Schools and Departments, however, in cooperation witb
faculty advisers, endeavor to follow carefully each student's academic
progress. Beginning with registration, a student is assigned to a
faculty adviser who, in addition to giving academic counseling, ii
available for advice on vocational and personal matters. Students are
encouraged to seek counsel whenever there is a need.

FINANCIAL AID TO GRADUATE STUDENTS
Graduate students at the Virginia Commonwealth University are
eligible for funds administered under the National Defense Loan anil
College Work-Study Programs. Full-time graduate students may borrow
up to $2500.00 under the National Defense Loan Program. Repayment
does not begin until one year after the completion of program. Part-time
graduate students are also eligible for NDEA Loans commensurate with
their hourly program. Only full-time graduate students are eligi
for Work-Study positions. Grants range from $750.00-$2000.00
are paid in bi-weekly salaries for work completed.
For further information, contact the Director of Financial Aid at 9*
West Franklin Street, Richmond, Virginia 23220.
Scholarships and assistantships are available to graduate students
are administered by the individual Schools and Departments. Info
tion about these programs is available , from the dean or chairman
the Schools and Departments.
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Fees-Graduate Students

J.

INSTRUCTIONAL FEES FOR ACADEMIC YEAR

Full-Time Graduate Students:
Virginia residents, per year .. .
Non-residents, per year ... ......... ............................... .

................. $410.00
610.00

Part-Time Graduate Students:
Virginia residents
...... . ... .... .................................. $25 per credit hour*
Non-residents
............... $35 per credit hour*
The law affecting residency in yirginia is as follows:
"No person shall be entitled to the admission privileges, or the reduced
tuition charges, or any other privileges accorded by law only to residents or citizens of Virginia, in the State institutions of higher learning
unless such person has been domiciled in, and is and has been an actual
bona fide resident of Virginia for a period of at least one year prior to
the commencement of the term, semester or quarter for which any such
privilege or reduced tuition charge is sought, provided that the governing
boards of such institutions may require longer periods of residence and
may set up additional requirements for admitting students."
II. OTHER FEES
a. Application Fee. All students shall pay an application fee of $10.00
upon application for admission. This fee is not refundable. The check
should be made payable to the Virginia Commonwealth University."
b. Late Registration. Full-time students who register after the days
officially scheduled for registration will be charged a late registration
fee of $8.00. Part-time students are charged a late registration fee of
$3.00.
c. Special Fees. Since there will probably be considerable divergence in
the fees charged for the various courses and educational activities, each
individual should consult the Director of the School concerned to obtain
a definite outline of complete expenses. Special or additional fees are
usually charged for courses and activities in Art, Music, Occupational
Therapy, and other areas of study requiring special equipment, materials,
or arrangements for the individual student.
d. Diploma Fee. A fee of $16.00 is charged for all candidates for the
Master's degree who expect to receive the graduate diploma.
•This fee applies to all courses taken for graduate credit.
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The recognition given those persons completing graduate programs of
study in Virginia Commonwealth University may be one of the
following:
Master of Arts
Master of Art Education
Master of Education
Master of Fine Arts
Master of Fine Arts in Dramatic Art
Master of Music
Master of Music Education
Master of Science in Applied Psychology
Master of Science in Business
Master of Science in Clinical Psychology
Master of Science in Distributive Education
Master of Science in Occupational Therapy
Master of Science in Rehabilitation Counseling
Master of Social Work
Master of Science in Sociology
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policies and Procedures for Graduate Work

J.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION TO GRADUATE STUDY

a. All applications to graduate study must be made on the appropriate
application form. No graduate credit for any course work may be applied until the applicant has been granted admission.
b. Two copies of the official baccalaureate transcript from an accredited
institution must be submitted to the Admissions Committee. In addition, official transcripts of all work undertaken beyond the Bachelor's
degree must be submitted. Students who have been graduated from
non-accredited institutions may have their applications presented to
the Graduate Council when these applications include the results of the
Graduate Record Examination.
c. All applicants must have achieved an undergraduate grade point
average of at least 2. 7 (C+) for the last 60 semester hours of academic
study towards their Bachelor's degree.
d. Additional admission requirements consonant with the field of study
may be set forth by the School or Department wherein applicants seek
admission.
e. The above are minimum requirements for consideration for application to a graduate program. Final action on admission is taken by the
Graduate Council.
f. The deadline for the fall term is August 1; and the deadline for the
spring term is December 15.

JI.

TRANSFER AND EXTENSION CREDIT

a. A maximum of six semester hours of acceptable graduate credit
received in a recognized institution may be transferred and applied
toward a graduate degree.
b. A maximum of six semester hours of acceptable graduate credit
obtained by extension study offered by a recognized institution may be
applied toward a graduate degree.
c. A combined total of not more than nine semester hours of transfer
and extension credits of acceptable work may be applied toward a
graduate degree.
d. Transfer and extension credits earned will be evaluated for acceptance purposes by the School or Department concerned at the completion
of nine semester hours of work at this institution.
15

III.

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE GRADUATE DEGREE

a. A minimum of 27 semester hours of course work exc
credits received for a thesis is required for the Master's degree
tional semester hours of credit may be required of the indi · •
dent, as determined by the particular School or Department
the student is enrolled.
b. In order to satisfy the residence requirement a student m
plete twelve hours in one calendar year or twelve hours in two
tive summers.
c. Application to degree candidacy may be made after the s
demonstrated his ability to pursue work of graduate character
factorily completing a minimum of 9 and a maximum of 16
satisfactorily completing an oral or written examination adm" ·
the School concerned. Admission to degree candidacy is given
Graduate Council upon certification of acceptable records of
ments by the student's advisor. A student who finishes 16 c ·
out satisfying the requirements for candidacy will be aut
dropped from the program.
d. A comprehensive final examination shall be administered
School concerned, and an acceptable standard of attainment
demonstrated by the degree candidate.
e. A thesis with oral defense as determined by the School or
ment concerned, is required of all degree candidates. The thesis
School determination, carry one to six credits. Three bound
the thesis are required to be submitted to the School concerned
Commencement exercises and become the property of the U
f. Degree candidates shall have received an overall grade point
of 3.0 (B). No graduate credit shall be given for any work
grade of less than C. Grade point average shall be computed
following basis:
A equals 4 quality points per semester hour.
B equals 3 quality points per semester hour.
C equals 2 quality points per semester hour.
D equals 1 quality point per semester hour.
F equals 0 quality point per semester hour.
g. A student who receives a grade of C or below on
twenty percent of his courses after being admitted to Can
automatically be dropped from a degree program.
h. Full-time graduate status shall consist of a minimum of
maximum of sixteen credits per semester. A maximum of twel
ter credits may be earned in summer sessions each summer.
16

5t11dents must continually show acceptable professional behavior to
tained in the Graduate School.
re de of incomplete presupposes that the student .is doing passing
A gra the completed portion of the course but is unable to meet all
onirements of the course by the end of the term. A mark of inshould not be given without an understanding between the
-81' e or and the student. The maximum time limit for the removal
incomplete for a course other than the thesis is the end of the
18 er following the semester (or summer session) in which the in_.,tete was incurred. At the end of the succeeding semester an un_,ved grade of incomplete is automatically changed to a failing
f:lde Exceptions to this procedure must be approved by the School or
.,..rtment head upon the recommend~tion of th~ instructo~ prior
1be time limit, and a statement filed with the Registrar. An mcomon the thesis must, of course, be removed within the time allowed
1be completion of the degree .

7:

• CoURSES GIVING GRADUATE CREDIT

A minimum of one-half of the courses required in the student's pro. . shall be those designated as exclusively for graduate students.
Grade credit for graduate courses may be given only with the apflOVal of the Director of Graduate Studies in the Schools concerned
on the advice of the graduate advisor in each School.
At least one-half of the courses offered for the degree shall be from
lingle field of concentration.
•TIME LIMITATION FOR COMPLETION OF DEGREE REQUIREMENTS

All requirements for the degree must be completed within seven years
the date of admission to graduate study. This time limitation apto both full-time and part-time students.
1be School concerned reserves the right to reduce or to refuse to
ILlCept credits earned which are more than seven years old.
• FINAL DATE FOR APPROVAL FOR GRANTING DEGREES

All these.s must be defended before the end of the month preceding
graduation exercises at which the degree is to be awarded. Each
. concerned shall determine an earlier date for completing this
Wlquirement as it deems necessary.
Then·
.
Irector of each School shall present to the Graduate Council,
ca!d'!tde month preceding graduation, the names and qualifications of
1 ates for graduation.
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Course Numbering. Courses numbered in the 500 series are open to
graduate students, but the class itself may be taught together with a 400
series number, a course intended for advanced undergraduates. A
graduate student can achieve credit for the course by satisfying additional requirements. Courses with a 600 and 700 series are for graduate
students alone and place an emphasis on graduate research and independent study.
0

Evening College courses are, in most cases, identical with day classes
except that they are designated with an "E" following the course number. Many evening courses are described in this catalogue. Others will
be described in the Evening College Bulletin.
Summer School offerings are the same as those listed herein. Specific
courses scheduled for any summer session will be listed in the Summer
School Bulletin.
Course Interpretation. Generally, odd numbers indicate first semester
courses; even numbers, second semester courses.
A course listed by a single number, as Business 641, indicates that it is
a one-semester course and may be offered each semester.
A course listed with a double number, as Painting and Printing 605, 606,
and designated as semester courses consists of two semester courses,
either semester of which may be taken without the other.
A course listed with a double number, as Art 601-602, and designated
as a continuous course consists of two semester courses, the first of
which can be taken without the second, but the second of which cannot
be taken without the first.
A course listed with a double number, as Psychology 611-612 and designated as a year course, means that no credit will be counted toward a
degree for the first semester unless followed by the successful completion
of the second semester of that course.
The University reserves the right to withdraw any course or program for
which there is an insufficient demand.

18

Programs of Study
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Courses Sponsored by the Graduate Council
The following courses are offered to Graduate Students on the petiti
of any school or department. Students wishing to enroll should att
the consent of their faculty advisor.
GS 600 GRADUATE SEMINAR. (3 lee., 3 er.) This is a seminar in
topics selected by the Graduate Council and applicable to all graduate progr
at the Virginia Commonwealth University.
GS 601 PROBLEMS OF COLLEGE TEACHING. (2 lee., Jab., 3 er.)
course is designed for the college teacher or prospective college teacher.
course will deal with philosophy and objectives of college teaching, types
college curricula, methods and materials for teaching college subjects, evalua ·
criteria, and other problems of the college teacher.
GS 605 SEMINAR IN THE ARTS. (3 Jee., 3 er.) An interdisciplinary st
of art, drama, music and related fields as they affect and reflect human
havior.
GS 640 USING COMMUNITY RESOURCES IN TEACHING, (I lee.,
lab., 3 er.) This course will show the teacher how various community
course will deal with the philosophy and objectives of college teaching, types
sources may be used in teaching the various subjects in the curriculum. v·
and cultural points of interest. Attempts will be made to relate these activi •
to the specific subjects of interest to those in the group.
GS 651 GUIDANCE AND TESTING TECHNIQUES. (2 lee., 2 lab., 3 er.
This course will consider the various guidance and testing techniques that shou
be familiar to and used by the classroom teacher.
GS 652 PRINCIPLES OF ADMINISTRATION_ (2 lee., 2 lab., 3 er.) lb•
course is designed for department heads, supervisors, and others interested
the administrative aspects of the school program. The course will deal with
functions of supervisors, the development of leadership, and personnel admini
tration.
GS 660 METHODS OF RESEARCH. (2 Jee., 2 lab., 3 er.) This cou
will deal with the basic principles of research that may be applied to the pr
lems in the field of specialization. Students will learn research terminology
techniques. They will review some of the more significant research that has
done in their fields of specialization.
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The School of Art offers three distinct advanced degree programs·
. Arts degree (M.F.A.), the Master of Art Educati
'
Master of Fme
degree (M,A.E.), and the Master of Arts degree (M.A.).
The Master of Fine Arts degree program is designed to provide ·
depth studio experience, from an academic base, for the serious p
fessional artist. Flexibility within this program offers candidates
opportunity to prepare for teaching careers in higher education.
centration is presently available through the departments of Cr
Painting & Printmaking, and Sculpture.
The Master of Art Education degree program prepares candidates
initiate methods and techniques in Art Education as well as to expl
the use of recent technology integrating the arts and education.
program emphasizes the development of a viable personal and edu
tional philosophy while strengthening the individual's creative endeav
in the arts.
The Master of Arts degree program is intended for candidates seeking
to enter professional careers primarily related to the scholarly
administrative disciplines in the arts. Concentration is available ill
Art History.
In addition to general requirements for admission to graduate stand
ing, the following special requirements are in force for the School
Art:

I.

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS

A. For all degrees (M.F.A., M.A.E., and M.A. in Art History)
1. Applicants should hold the baccalaureate degree from an accredited
institution.
2. Applicants must have completed a minimum of 36 semester credits
in art at the undergraduate level.
3. Applicants should have a three point (B) average on the last sixty
hours of undergraduate work.
B. For the Master of Fine Arts and Master of Art Education degrees
(M.F.A. and M.A.E,)
1. Applicants must submit a minimum of twelve slides of representative
work, six of which must be of drawings. The remaining slides, in the
case of M.F.A. applicants in Crafts, Painting and Printmaking, or
Sculpture, must be of work done in one of these areas. In the case of
M.A.E. applicants, the remaining six slides may be of work done in one
or more of the above areas. The slides must be attached to an
8Y:z" x 11" cardboard or plastic sheet and must be sent to the Graduate
Council Office with the other admission material.
22

M:aster of Art Education degree applicants must meet school art
2· dential r~quirements, or the equivalent, previous to attaining graduate
ere
standing.
C. for the Master of Arts degree (M.A.) in Art History
1 Of the minimum 36 semester hours in Art at the undergraduate level
~uired of applicants, 21 semester hours must be in Art History, and
rt least nine semester hours must be in the studio areas of Crafts,
~ainting, Printmaking, or Sculpture or in a combination of these. Those
whose transcripts show less than this requirement will be permitted to
satisfy it after admission by taking as their approved elective six semester hours in one of these studio areas or in Art 601 -602 when offered.
Degree candidates must have a reading knowledge of at least one
modern or ancient language. This requirement may be fulfilled during
residency but previous to final written and oral comprehensive examination.
3. Candidates should anticipate two academic years of scholarly involvement of which a minimum of two semesters must be in residence.
The remaining portion of the program may be taken through equivalent summer terms.

z.

Normally, the M.F.A. degree will be earned in four semesters, the
M.A. and the M.A.E. in three or four. These intervals will, of course,

change if degree courses are taken largely in the Evening Session and/ or
Summer Sessions.

II.

DEGREE REQUIREMENTS

A. All Degrees*
I. Applicants will be admitted to candidacy for an advanced degree
upon successful completion of the School of Art Candidacy Qualification Test which may include, when the M.F.A. degree is sought, a
review of creative work by the appropriate department. The student
may apply for candidacy in either the Fall or the Spring Semester after
enrollment for a minimum of nine credits. Upon the successful termination of course work in which the minimum of nine credits is taken
and upon certification by the department involved that the student is
prepared adequately to continue his degree program, the School of Art
will recommend to the Graduate Council that the student be admitted
to candidacy. Students who are found to be inadequately prepared to
continue their graduate programs will be advised to supplement the
•A maximum of six ( 6) graduate credits in art may be transferred from other
:iccredited institutions and applied to any of the three graduate degree programs
m the School of Art upon approval by the Director of Graduate Studies. Credits
earned at other institutions prior to the applicant's acceptance at Virginia
Commonwealth University may not be transferred unless the applicant was a
candidate for a graduate degree in an accredited graduate program.
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program minima with additional course work, and the matter of c
dacy suspended until the supplemental program requirements are Ill
Students whose tests and/or creative work demonstrate conclusively
likelihood of a successful completion of a graduate degree progr
will not be recommended for candidacy by the School of Art. Ad ·
sion to graduate standing does not constitute admission to advan
degree candidacy.
2. Candidates must achieve no less than a B in each major co
and a "B" average in the degree program as a whole.
B. Master of Fine Arts degree
Studio Major .. . . . . .. . . ..... ... . .. . ... . . .. .. .. .... . . .. .
Approved electives
... ... . . .. . . . .
Electives outside School of Art .... . . . . .
Aesthetics & Art Criticism .......... .
Methods of Art Research .
.. . . .. . .
Thesis

24semester
12 semester
6 semester
3 semester
2 semester
1 semester hr,

TOTAL

C. Master of Arts degree in Art History
Art History Major** . ....... .
Approved electives*
Aesthetics & Art Criticism .
Methods of Art Research .
Thesis .. . .. . ... . .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . .

21 semester
6 semester Jin,;
3 semester bn.i
2 semester hrai:
4 semester hn.i
TOTAL

36 semester brr;:

D. Master of Art Education degree
Art Education Major .. .......... .. .
Approved elective within School of Art .
Electives outside School of Art .
Aesthetics and An Criticism .
Methods of Art Research . . . . . . . . .
Project or Thesis . .... .. . .. . . . .. . . . .
TOTAL
*Students who have had less than nine undergraduate semester hrs. in one aJ
more studio subjects will be required to take as the approved elective, six (6)
semester hours in one of the following: Crafts, Painting and Printmakinloi
Sculpture, or in Art 601-602 when offered.
**Only the following Art History courses may be used to fulfill the Art History
requirement for the M.A. in Art History:
Art 530, A.H. 501, A.H . 503, A.H . 504, A.H. 506, A.H. 507, A.H. 508, A.
509, A.H. 510, A.H. 511, A.H. 512, A.H. 525-526, A.H. 602, A.H. 605
A.H. 611, A.H. 612, A.H. 613, AH. 614, A.H. 615, A.H. 616.
M~1jor
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
School of Art Graduate Studies
ART 530 Guided Study Abroad. Semester course. I-6 credits.
ART 60I-602 Seminar in - Art. Continuous course. 3 credits. Discussion and
research in the visual arts providing experience and involvement in the various
studio areas for students not concentrating in these areas
ART 609-610 Individual Projects/Field Work. Semester courses. 3-6 credits.
By appointment with Director of Graduate Studies after approval by department
bead (obtain individual Research Project Form from Director of Graduate
Studies prior to enrollment.) Individual work for graduate students.
ART 680 Methods of Art Research. Semester course. 2 credits. Review of
selected research methods relevant to the composition of a thesis in the
student's Master's degree area Preparation of a proto-thesis concludes course
work.
ART 701 Thesis. Semester course. 1-6 credits. By appointment with Director
of Graduate Studies after approval by department head and review of candidate's record (obtain Thesis Plan Approval Form from Director of Graduate
Studies prior to enrollment.)
ART 705-706 Research in the Arts. Semester courses. 3-6 credits. By appointment with Director of Graduate Studies after approval by department head
(obtain Individual Research Project Form from Director of Graduate Studies
prior to enrollment.) Individual research for graduate student.
Department of Art Education
A.E. 50I-502

Methods of Art Education. Continuous course; I seminar hour;

4 studio hours. 3-3 credits.

A.E. 508 Two Dimensional Art Studio Experiences for Elementary Teachers.
First session summer school; 5 lecture hours; IO studio hours.
A.E. 509 Three Dimensional Art Studio Experiences for Elementary Teachers.
First session summer school; 5 lecture hours; IO studio hours.
A.E. 600 Seminar: Problems in Art Education. Semester course; 3-6 lecture
hours. 3-6 credits. Oral and written reports upon problems encountered by
members of the seminar in their own art teaching. Group discussion of reports
with the instructor as moderator. (Spring)
A.E. 6I 1-6I2 Art Education Theory. Semester courses; 3-3 lecture hours. 3-3
credits. Review and analysis of significant writings and research in Art Education and the assessment of its pragmatic import. (Fall, spring)
A.E. 652 Art Supervision. Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. Exploration of the duties and responsibilities of the public art supeJVisor. Offered
alternate years.
A.E. 660 Issues and R esearch in Art Education. Semester c~urse; 3 lecture
hours. 3 credits. Readings and discussions of studies in Ar. Education and
related research emphasizing possibilities for implementation by art teachers.
(Fall, Summer)
A.E. 670 Art Education in the Electric Age. Semester comse; 3 lecture hours.
3. credits. Examining the influence and implications of techrology in Art Educa·
lion through participation in creative learning processes. (Fal)
A.E. 680 Teaching Laboratory. Semester course; 3 lecure hours. 3 credits.
~bservations and experimental teaching experiences with .;hildren in art. Group
discussions and evaluation of ideas, objectives, and menods. Offered alternate
years.
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A.E. 703 Project. Semester course; by appointment. 1 credit. Planning
course of study for a high school art class or designing and carrying out
experimental study in art education. Project topic must be approved by
propriate graduate committee previous to enrollment. (Fall, Spring, Summ4*
Department of Art History
ART HIST. 501
hours. 3 credits.
ART HIST. 503
hours. 3 credits.
ART HIST. 504
3 credits.
ART HIST. 506
ART HIST. 507
credits.
ART HIST. 508
credits.
ART HIST. 509

J

Italian Painting of the Renaissance. Semester course; 3
Origins of Modern Sculpture.

Continuous course; 3

Contemporary Sculptors. Continuous course; 3 lecture ho
Modern Painting. Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits.
The Nineteenth Century. Semester course; 3 lecture hours.
Baroque and Rococo. Semester course; 3 lecture hours.

The Near East. Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits.
ART HIST. 510 The Far East. Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits.
ART HIST. 511 Ancient Art of the Americas. First semester; 3 lecture
3 credits.
ART HIST. 512 Pri'mitive Art. Second semester; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits.
ART HIST. 523 Principles of Exhibition and Presentation. Each semester
summer; 1 lecture hour; 2 studio hours. 2 credits.
ART \HIST. 525-526 Seminar in Contemporary Painting. Continuous course; 3-3
lecture hours. 3-3 credits.
ART HIST. 602 American Architecture Since 1865. Semester course; 3 lect~
hours. 3 credits. A study of American architectural forms from the Ci
War to the present, with emphasis upon the works of Louis Sullivan and Frank
Lloyd Wright.
ART HIST. 605 Seminar in Contemporary Art. Semester course; 3 lecture
hours. 3 credits. Analysis of contemporary creative expression in painting,
sculpture 2nd architecture from 1900 to the present.
ART HIST. 611 Early Christian and Byzantine Art. Semester course; 3 lecture
hours. 3 cr.dits. The development of architecture, sculpture, painting and minor
arts in both t'J.e East and West.
ART HIST. 612 Romanesque Art. Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits.
The study of architecture, sculpture and painting in central
Europe during fae early middle ages.
ART HIST. 613 Islamic Art. First semester; 3 lecture hours.
sideration of ar<hitecture, sculpture, painting and minor arts
world.
ART HIST. 614 £ ,olution in the Arts. Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3
credits. Study of fo-mal relationships in the arts based on aesthetic morphology
in the context of relafvity.
ART HIST. 615 ClasJcal Art. First semester; 3
art and architecture of IJreece and Rome.
ART HIST. 616 The l'igh Renaissance. Second semester; 3 lecture hours. 3
credits. Intensive consi'eration of the great masters of Italian art in the early
16th century.

I
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ART HisT. 619, 620 Museum Methods. Semester courses; 6 or 12 studio
hours. 3 or 6 credits. Field work in cooperation with local or regional museums.
Open only to selected students. Application must be made several weeks in
advance of registration in order to finalize arrangements.
ART HIST. 621-622 Aesthetics. Continuous course; 3-3 lecture hours. 3-3
credits. Analysis and evaluation of contemporary art criticism (including the
film as an art form). Dewey, Langer and other critics are considered.
ART HIST. 623 Museum Registration Methods. First semester and summer;
3 lecture hours. 3 credits. Study of the processing of an art object from the
time it is offered to the museum for permanent collection or loan until it reaches
display in the collection or is returned to its lender. The course is designed to
be taken in conjunction with Art Hist. 627, Museum Internship I.
ART HIST. 624 Museum Exhibition and Display. Second semester; 3 lecture
hours. 3 credits. The study of exhibition problems related to exhibition organization from original conception to final presentation including interpretation,
techniques, problems of display, exhibition design, public information, presentation and organization. To be taken in conjunction with Art Hist. 628, Museum
Internship II.
ART HIST. 625 Museum Programming. Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3
credits. The study of the overall needs of an art center/museum, in organizing
permanent collections and specific programs including special exhibits and the
performing arts, in meeting the needs of a specific community. Designed to be
taken in conjunction with Art Hist. 629, Museum Internship III.
ART HIST. 627 Museum Internship I. First semester; 6 hours. 3 credits. Field
work in the museum. Students must also register for Art Hist. 623, Museum
Registration Methods.
ART HIST. 628 Museum Internship II. Second semester; 6 hours. 3 credits.
Field work in the museum. Students will also register for Art Hist. 624,
Museum Exhibition and Display.
ART HIST. 629 Museum Internship III. Summer; 6 hours. 3 credits. Field
work in the museum. Students must also register for Art Hist. 625, Museum
Programming.
ART HIST. 631 Museology Seminar. First semester; 1 lecture hour. 1 credit.
Seminar involving museum experts with discussions of museum philosophy, connoisseurship, preservation of art objects and curatorial problems.
Department of Crafts

CR 581, 582
per semester.

Educational and Recreational Crafts. 6 studio hours. 3 credits

CR 583, 584 Experimental Materials and Techniques.
credits per semester.

6 studio hours.

3

CR 601, 602, 603, 604 Metal and Jewelry. Semester course; 6 studio hours.
3 credits per semester. A study in depth of general techniques.
CR 605 Metal Forming. Semester course; 12 studio hours. 6 credits. Exploration in techniques of metal smithing and forming.
CR 606 Casting. Semester course; 6 studio hours. 3 credits. Exploration of
Sand, Centrifugal, and Cuttlebone techniques.
CR 607 Enameling. Semester course; 6 studio hours. 3 credits. Exploration
of all advanced enameling processes.
CR 608 Lapidary. Semester course; 6 studio hours. 3 credits. Development
of advanced stone cutting techniques.
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CR 621, 622, 623, 624 Graduate Furniture Desi'gn. 6 or 12 studio hours. 3
6 credits per semester. Advanced design, research, and experimentation
wood and varied materials relating to the student's thesis.
CR 625, 626 Furniture Design Portfolio. 6 or 12 studio hours. 3 or 6 er
per semester. Research problems and exploration of the techniques invol
new materials and uses. Leading to an evaluation of personal work and
sentation of a portfolio.
CR 641, 642, 643, 644 Advanced Ceramics. 6 or 12 studio hours. 3 or
credits each. Advanced problems in the design and production of functional
non-functional ceramic products. Development of wheel techniques and
techniques.
CR 645 Graduate Kiln Design. Semester course; 6 studio hours. 3 c
Advanced study and experimentation in the factors involved in the design,
struction, and operation of ceramic kilns with the construction of an indivi
kiln as a culminating graduate project.
CR 646 Graduate Ceramic Technology. Semester course; 6 studio hours.
credits. An advanced study of ceramic materials through calculation and
perimentation leading to the development of individual glazes and clays.
CR 661, 662, 663, 664 Advanced Weaving. Semester course; 6-12 s
hours. 3-6 credits per semester. Advanced work in creative and traditi
weaving techniques.
CR 665 Textile Design. Continuous course; 6-12 studio hours. 3-6 c
Designing upon fabric through various printing and dying techniques.
CR 666 Dye Techniques. Semester course; 6 studio hours. 3 credits.
mentation with industrial and natural vegetable dye techniques.
CR 667 Non-Loom Weaving Semester course; 6 studio hours. 3 ere
Experimentation in two or three dimensional weaving techniques without
limitation of a floor loom.
Department of Painting and Printmaking

P&P 605, 606, 607, 608 Graduate Painting. Semester courses; 6 or 12 stu
hours; 3 or 6 credits each. A studio class in which primary emphasis is pl
on the creative disciplines of contemporary painting. Special attention is ·
to the development of personal expression through iddividual criticism.
P&P 615, 616, 617, 618 Graduate Printmaking. Semester courses; 6 or
studio hours; 3 or 6 credits each. Specialization in one printmaking medi
with emphasis upon technical research and the aesthetic suitabilty of
to medium. Individual and group criticism
P&P 621, 622 Graduate Drawing. Semester courses; 6 studio hours;
each. A studio class with individuai criticism. Special attention is
contemporary concepts.
Department of Sculpture

SC 611, 612 Graduate Sculpture. Semester courses; 6-6 to 12-12 studio h
3-3 or 6-6 credits each. Emphasis on individual creative production
periodic exposure of student's work and ideas to the critical attention of
Sculpture Department's teaching staff and other graduate students.
SC 613, 614 Advanced Graduate Sculpture Semester courses; 6-6 to 1
studio hours; 3-3 to 6-6 credits each. Work directly related to and correl
with the candidate's thesis problem.
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Successful completion of the graduate program in Business leads to
degree of Master of Science in Business. In order to be admitted to
program, the candidate must have earned a bachelor's degree in b
ness or its equivalent. Candidates must also meet the general req ·
ments for graduate admission that are prescribed by the Gradu
Council.
The program is designed so that it is flexible enough to meet a v.ari
of needs. It provides advanced professional education for those n
engaged in or preparing for positions in business management. It
offers appropriate graduate study for those now teaching or prep ·
to teach. The work that is required of all candidates gives a br
approach to improving the understanding of the principles of busin
management and economics that are important in any of the busin
fields. The elective part of the program is in keeping with the phil
ophy that the graduate student should develop the ability to wo
independently in pursuit of his own goals.
Candidates can satisfy degree requirements by earning 27 credit ho
of course work and then completing Bus. 701-702 (thesis) . The ere •
hour distribution of the program is as follows:
DEGREE PROGRAM

1. REQUIRED CouRSES ( 12-15 Credits)
*Bus.
Econ.
G.S.
Bus.
Bus.

632
601
660
701-702
705

Statistical Analysis
Contemporary Economic Problems
Methods of Research
Thesis
Research Seminar

2. RESTRICTED ELECTIVES ( 12 Credits)
All candidates must complete 3 credit hours in each of four of t
following fields:
Finance
Industrial Relations
Management
Marketing

Accounting
Computer Systems
Economics
Education
3. ELECTIVES (9-12 Credits)

Candidates will elect, with the approval of the faculty adviser,
credit hours in the field of concentration.
*Candidates who have completed an advanced course in statistics at the un
graduate level must substitute Bus. 645 (Operations Research) for Bus. 632.
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

Bus. 501-502 Cost Accounting. 3-3 credits. Students study the principles of
job order and process cost accounting and the special problems relating to job
order and process cost accounting.
Bus. 503-504 Advanced Accounting. 3-3 credits. Presents problems in parent
and subsidiary accounting, consolidated balance sheets and income statements,
consolidations and mergers, insurance, statement of affairs, statements of realization and liquidation, and estates and trusts.
Bus. 505 Tax Accounting. Three credits. After a survey of the development of
income tax legislation and of the concept of taxable income, this course examines in detail the present Federal Income Tax Law and develops the accounting principles and procedures involved in the preparation of tax returns for
individuals and corporations.
Bus. 506 Auditing. Three credits. The work of the public accountant in
investigating, interpreting, and appraising accounting records is studied. An
analysis of the accuracy, appropriateness, and soundness of the accounting
principles employed is made in order that one may be able to apply the methods
and procedures followed in conducting 'an audit.
Bus. 509 Governmental Accounting. Three credits. Accounting principles and
procedures pertaining to governmental agencies; governmental classification of
receipts and expenditures; preparation of reports; budgeting and operation of
fund accounts.
Bus. 510 Advanced Tax Accounting. Three credits. Materials are carefully
selected to present complex tax problems common to the sole proprietorship,
partnership, and corporation. Particular emphasis is given to advanced tax
problems peculiar to the corporation.
Bus. 511 Financial Management. Three credits. Covers the fundamental principles of finance as applied to the various forms of business organization. Included are such topics as promotion, sale of stocks and bonds; working capital,
surplus, and dividend polices; consolidations; and reorganizations.
Bus. 515 Investments. Three credits. Designed to acquaint the student with
the characteristics of the various types of investment securities, the organization
and operation of the securities markets, sources of financial information, and
the principles and problems of investment management. Prerequisite: Bus. 511
or permission of instructor.
Bus. 516 Investments and Financial Analysis. Three credits. A study of financial institutions, financial instruments, and investment analysis together with a
comprehensive review of financial accounting methods and problems and exercises in the interpretation of financial statements. The course is designed to
provide a thorough coverage of the area of security analysis contained in CFA
Examination 1 of the Institute of Chartered Financial Analysts. Prerequisite:
Bus. 511 or permission of instructor.
Bus. 522
economic
regarding
valuation,

Real Estate. Three credits. This course is designed to present the
factors influencing the real estate business and to afford information
principles it follows. Subjects considered include contracts, deeds,
financing, and development of sub-divisions.

Bus. 523 Insurance. Three credits. The objectives of this course are to aid
in understanding fundamentals of insurance and to show their application to
problems. Subjects included are kinds of life insurance policies, fire and casualty
IDsurance, bonding, workmen's compensation, and rate systems.
Bus. 525 Real Estate Apprai'sal and Investment. Three credits. Designed for
persons who have completed a course in the Principles of Real Estate, or its
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equivalent. The course will provide more intensive treatment of some of the
topics covered in Bus. 522 and will give particular attention to the problems
of real estate appraisal.
Bus. 527 Labor Law. Three credits. Using the case method, this course Will
generally cover organization of workers, union representation, the workers' right
to organize, free speech, concerted activities, employer and union unfair labor
practices, process required under the National Labor Relations Act of 1947
as amended, in representation an<j. unfair labor practice proceedings, collectiv~
bargaining, labor's economic pressures, strikes, pickets, and boycotts.
Bus. 532 Industrial Management. Three credits. The objective of this coune
is to analyze the problems of the industrial manager, including plant location,
planning of factory buildings, materials handling ·and controls, inspection and
supervision.
Bus. 533 Job Evaluation. Three credits. Deals with methods and technique&
of obtaining job description, job characteristics and measuring scales, job ratina
and wage rate structures, merit rating, and the awarding of wage increments.
Bus. 534 Production Planning Economics. Three credits. This course examines
the principles required for decisions concerning acquisition and retirement of capi.
tal goods in manufacture. Emphasis is placed on the concepts of cash flow in
alternative financing methods, tax, depreciation, replacement, and increment cost
aspects of economic decision making.
Bus. 535 Seminar in Personnel Management. Three credits. A critical study
of selected problems in personnel management.
Bus. 536 Credits and Collections. Three credits. Concerned primarily with
the problems and techniques involved in mercantile credit management. Topics
presented include the use of credit instruments, functions and duties of the
credit manager, sources of credit information, financial statement analysis, and
the use of various aids for the collection of slow accounts.
Bus. 538 Office Management. Three credits. The objectives of the course are
to study the planning and installing of correct office methods and systema;
securing effective correspondence and stenographic work; improving mailina,
filing, and duplicating methods; preparation of reports; office problems of special
departments; and employee supervision and control.
Bus. 553 Teaching Bookkeeping and Basic Business. Three credits. Designed
for prospective teachers of bookkeeping, general business, business arithmetic,
and other basic business subjects. It encompasses methods of teaching these
subjects and a survey of currently used textbooks and available resource ma·
terial.
Bus. 555 Teaching Secretarial Subjects. Three credits. Designed for prospective teachers of shorthand, typewriting, and office practices. It encompasses
methods of teaching these subjects and a survey of currently used textbooks
and available resource material.
Bus. 560 Data Processing Systems and Methods. Three credits. Designed far
management or supervisory personnel, and for those interested in a broader concept of integrated data processing. Applications are made to payroll, accounts
receivable and payable, manufacturing control, retail store accounting, insurance.
and other types of business operation.
Bus. 561-562 Unit Record Equipment. 3-3 credits. Provides a working knowl·
edge of unit record equipment including the card punch, sorter, interpre~cir,
collator, reproducing punch, and accounting machine. Laboratory exer~iSel
involving planning for and wiring the equipment will be completed. For busmell
education majors and business teachers only.
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BUS. 563-564 Digital Computer Programming. 3-3 credits. The basic concepts of digital computers will be developed in this course. All computer devices and techniques will be discussed. A basic business computer language will
be taught and used to solve business problems. Laboratory exercises involving
planning for and writing programs for the equipment will be completed. For
business education majors and business teachers only.
Bus. 572 Sales Management. Three credits. Sales department organization,
planning, territories, quotas, research, training, selection, supervision, compensation of salesmen. Prerequisite: Bus. 372.
Bus. 573 Marketi'n g Management. Three credits. Factors affecting marketing
management decisions. Demand analysis, buyer behavior, forecasting; competitive analysis; distribution structure, locational patterns; cost analysis; optimizing.
Prerequisite: Bus. 372.
Bus. 574 Marketing Research. Three credits. Research methods applied to
marketing; survey of sales forecasting; market analysis, distribution cost analysis.
Prerequisite : Bus. 372.
Bus. 575 Marketing Seminar. Three credits. Experience in formulating, analyzing, and solving current marketing problems. Prerequisite: Bus. 573 or
permission of instructor.
Bus. 576 Industrial Marketing. Three credits. An analysis of the marketing
structure of industrial products. Product lines, channels of distribution, selling,
pricing, warehousing, and wholesaling problems. Prerequisite: Bus. 372.
Bus. 599 Management Seminar. Three credits. A critical analysis of the management concept.
EcoN. 502 Business Cycles and Forecasting. Three credits. This course examines the nature of cyclical and other types of variations in economic activity;
the measurement of economic fluctuations; analysis of the critical aspects of
business cycle theory; control of business cycles; and business forecasting techniques.
EcoN. 507 Monetary Theory . Three credits. A study of the influences of
monetary changes on economic activity and the exercise of monetary policy by
the Federal Reserve System to influence economic developments, particularly
as they relate to business cycle fluctuations, to economic growth, and to the
stability of the price level.
EcoN. 509 International Economics. 3 credits. A study of the theories of
international ,trade and financial relationships with emphasis on the contribution
of these theories to solution of current international economic problems.
EcoN. 521 Government and Business. 3 credits. The main purpose of this
course is to study the many ways in which business and economic life are
directed by government. Topics covered include the economics of monopoly
power; the antitrust laws, and their application and enforcement.
EcoN. 531 Labor Economics. 3 credits. The objective of this course is to acquaint the student with the nature and causes of labor-management problems
in the United States. Subjects included are the historical background of labor
movements, theories of labor movements, wage theories, theories of employment, labor legislation, collective bargaining.
Bus. 601 Theory of Accounting. 3 credits. In this course the historical development of accounting is presented. The contributions of Jaw and economics
to accounting are studied. Theoretical concepts in measurement of income, cost
a?d value principles, inventory valuations and corporate stock equities are
discussed.
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Bus. 602 Administration of Accounts. 3 credits. This course is designed
make extensive use of materials concerned with cost and financial analysis.
tention is given to accounting problems illustrative of top management's use
accounting material common to the public accountant, private accountant
troller, treasurer, and financial analyst.
'
Bus. 603 Tax Accounting Seminar. 3 credits. This course is designed to pro •
research experience in problems dealing with complex tax questions, gi •
particular attention to those peculiar to the corporation.
Bus. 611 Improvement of Instruction in Typewriting. 3 credits. This course
designed for experienced teachers and prospective teachers specializing in ty
writing. It deals with the aims of the typewriting course; the relationship
typewriting to vocational and general education; available instructional mate ·
teaching aids and devices; current writings and developments; techniques
improving instruction; and practical application and demonstration at
typewriter.
Bus. 612 Improvement of Instruction in Shorthand. 3
designed for experienced teachers and for prospective teachers specializing ·
shorthand. It deals with the aims of the shorthand and notehand courses·
relationship of shorthand and notehand to the vocational, college prepar;torj
and general curricula; available instructional materials; teaching aids and cte;
vices, including the most modern electronic equipment; current writings
developments; techniques for improving instruction; and demonstration lessons It
critical points in the shorthand and transcription courses.
Bus. 613 Improvement of Instruction in Accounting and Basic Business.
credits. This course has been constructed from the problems of the instructors Of
accounting and basic business or economics courses. Subject content, methC>lk
of instruction, and effective utilization of instructional materials and devices ani
topics of consderation.
Bus. 614 Readings in Business Education. 3 credits. This course offers
student an opportunity to become thoroughly conversant with significant cur
literature. It will involve critical evaluation of an extensive selection of materiall
representative of research and other writing in the field of business education.
Bus. 621 AppUed Security Analysis. 3 credits. A detailed study of investmeul
principles and techniques designed to develop the ability to apply investment
theory to available financial and economic data in the analysis of securities anil
markets. The course is organized to provide a coverage of the area of securitr
analysis contained in CFA Examination II of The Institute of Chartered Finucial Analysts. Prerequisites: Bus. 511 and Bus. 515 or approval of instructor.
Bus. 622 Investment Management. 3 credits. Covers the factors involved fit
the formulation and implementation of investment policies for a wide varieft
of investors. Investment timing and portfolio balance under varying econo
conditions are analyzed according to investment goals. The course is organ'
to cover the area of security analysis contained in CPA Examination III
The Institute of Chartered Financial Analysts. Prerequisites: Bus. 621
approval of instructor.
Bus. 631 Advanced Labor Law. 3 credits. Using the case book method
well as guest lectures representing the points of view of both management
labor, this course will cover current methods of organization, counter organ'
tion, methods of management, management's rights under the National La
Relations Act of 1947 and the Labor Management Reporting and Disc! •
Act of 1959; the union's rights under the Act, unfair labor practices of
labor and management, and defense of such charges; study of current decisi
concerning labor relations; and arbitration of grievance procedure.
Bus. 632 Statistical Analysis. 3 credits. Topics covered are probability
statistical inference, probability distributions for discrete and continuous v
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ables, tests and decision procedures, estimation and the probability distribution
of a parameter, the economics of decision theory, optimal information gathering,
tests for association and goodness of fit, analysis of variance, linear regression,
correlation, and discriminate analysis.
Bus. 633 Problems in Labor Relations. 3 credits. Concerned primarily with
the difficulties that arise in the day-to-day administration of a collective bargaining relationship. It examines areas such as the conduct of labor relations under
a collective bargaining agreement, the negotiation and collective bargaining
process, and union-management relations and public policy.
Bus. 641 Orgam'zation Theory. 3 credits. Deals with the setting of business
objectives and, policies, with organizational structures, with the line and staff
problems and their interrelationship, and with divisional companies. Deals also
with the way in which executives make decisions and with problems that arise
in delegating responsibility and authority and in holding men responsible. Other
subjects treated include relations between home offices and decentralized units.
Discussion is based on these subjects and on numerous brief cases. Readings
include the valuable resources provided by the more prominent, contemporary
organizational theorists.
Bus. 642 Business Policy . 3 credits. Integration of principles and policies of
business management from the fields of accounting, economics, marketing, finance, statistics, and management in the solution of broad cpmpany problems
and in the establishment of company policy. Emphasis on interaction of disciplines in efficient administration of a business.
Bus. 643 Office Systems and Procedures. 3 credits. Emphasis on systems and
procedures in paperwork flow. Topics include layout; simplification of systems
and procedures; computer applications to paperwork, forms design and control.
Case studies and field trips.
Bus. 644 International Business Management. 3 credits. The course is intended
for students contemplating or experiencing work in exporting and importing.
Topics included are : financing international trade, domestic and foreign tariffs,
foreign market research, international human relations, government regulation
of trade, the Common Market, international advertising and sales promotion,
and others.
Bus. 645 Operations Research. 3 credits. An introduction to the various
quantitative techniques used to solve business problems. Graphic, algebraic, and
simplex methods are used for maximization or optimization Problems are solved
unde r conditions of uncertainty. Models, breakeven analysis, and waiting line
theory are discussed. Application is to a wide range of problems with emphasis
on maximizing profit or minimizing losses.
Bus. 650 Guided Study in Business. 1, 2, or 3 credits. Graduate students
wishing to do research on problems in business administration or business education will submit a detailed outline of their problem. They will be assigned
reading and will prepare a written report on the problem.
EcoN. 601 Contemporary Economic Problems. 3 credits. An analysis of major
economic problems confronting the United States today. Problems to be covered
will be chosen according to their current significance. Among the important
problems now facing us in this country are those relating to economic growth,
to unemployment, to inflation, to international relationships, to labor-management relationships, and to the role of the government.
ECON. 602 Comparative Economic Systems. 3 credits, A study of the economic
organization of national societies, both as visualized in theory and as realized
in practice, with detailed appraisal of each in terms of selected economic and
other human goals.
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EcoN. 603 History of Economic Thought. 3 credits. A survey of the Prin •
contributions to the development of economic theory by leading econo •
from medieval times to the present.
Bus. 701-702 Thesis. 6 credits. Graduate students will work under superv·
in outlining a graduate thesis and in carrying out the thesis. No grade Will
given for this course until the thesis has been completed and accepted.
Bus. 705 Business Research Seminar. 3
provide research experience for candidates.
research projects being conducted by the
restricted to students in their final semester
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credits. This course is designed
Assignments will be made to 01
School of Business. Enrollment
of the degree program.

This graduate program leads to the degree of Master of Science ·
Distributive Education.
It is planned for teacher-coordinators and supervisors already employ
in Distributive Education; secondary school, adult, and college teach
desiring to increase or broaden their professional and subject mat
competencies; men and women with broad general or related educati
and adequate experience who wish to prepare further for profession
careers in the field of marketing and distribution.

Courses of instruction are offered in summer session and in regula
session so that students may complete their programs in part-tim
attendance as well as in full-time status. Courses are also offered on
Saturday and at special periods of time during the year. While the
normal requirement is 27 credit hours of course work plus 3 credit
hours in directed research, each student's program is planned individually with the department advisor. It must be approved by the gradua
committee of the department. The department may require under~
graduate prerequisites dr additional course hours in order to strengthen
individual qualifications for the degree.
Six areas of study are· required in all programs unless evidence of recent
equivalency is presented:
1. Instruction in Distributive Education (secondary and adult)
2. Supervision, administration, philosophy
3. Research
4. Distribution (at least three areas-marketing,
dising, management, personnel)
5. Vocational guidance, counseling, testing
6. Learning or development
Programs may include special study in functional and institutional areas
of distribution, graduate seminars, and individually approved courses hr!
the arts and sciences at the discretion of the graduate committee of.
the department.
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

Aov. 501-502 Advertising Campaigns. 3 lecture hours. 3-3 credits. Ca•
paigns will be evaluated, and each student will plan one or more campaigns.
Aov. 509-510 Sales Promotion by Manufacturers and Media. 3 credits. Describes and analyzes sales promotion on three distinct levels; between manufa
turer, his distributors and dealers, contact between a manufacturer and
consumer of his products, activities within a company's own marketing divisiol
which supplement personal selling and advertising. Merchandising activities
aids of all media are covered. Prerequisite: Adv. 509 or equivalent for Adv. 510.
D.E. 504 Areas of Distribution. 2 credits. Organization and practices in
field of distribution. Product information, visual merchandising, human relatiolllf
sales, marketing and management are approached from the point of view of ~
consumer, sales personnel, and supervisory heads.
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o.E. 506 Techniques .of Coordination . 3 credits. This course em?hasizes. resources in the commumty and the development of a strong, cooperative relationship with distributive businesses. Problems of the training station, training the
sponsor, analysis of training opportunities, plans, reports and records, and
evaluation are included.
o.E 513 Supervised Adult Teaching. l lecture hour. 1 credit. Students ofserve and assist in classes for adults regularly employed in distribution and
conduct orientation classes for part-time employees. Psychological factors in
adult teaching; the development of adult education.
RET. 510 Retail Sales Promotion. 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. The scope and
activities of sales promotion in stores with emphasis on the coordination of
advertising, display, special events, and publicity. External and internal methods
of promoting business; budgeting, planning, and implementing the plan.

525 Retail Finance and Control. 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. A study of
the control division of a store including planning, inventory control, expense
control, credit, financing, and other control functions.
RET.

RET. 526 Merchandising. 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. A study of the cycle
of merchandising; analysis of past performance in departmental operating
statements, all types of planning, buying, use of tools of stock management, aids
to selling. Management viewpoint stresses ways of increasing sales and profit
through planning and adjustment to current conditions.

D.E. 601 Improvement of Instruction. 3 credits. Curriculum adaptation, use
of appropriate methods, application to cooperative training experiences, community resources and aids to vocational instruction. Individual projects related
to high school or adult or college teaching are required.
D.E. 603 Research in Distributive Education. 3 credits. Methods and techniques of practical research. Application is made to problems in Distributive
Education and students are required to select and plan simple re.search studies
in this field.
D.E. 605 Effective Communication. 2 credits. Basic factors in communication
are applied to the public relations responsibilities of the teacher-coordinator and
supervisor. The message, the audience, the media, and personal effectiveness
are included.
D.E. 607 Renewal of Occupational Experience. 3 credits. 240 hours of
full-time employment. Directed practical occupational experience in a distributive
business. Placement by special arrangement and at the direction of the advisor.
Graduate students must complete an analysis of the firm's organization and
operation in written form including all major phases of the business.
D.E. 608 Adult Education. 2 credits. Objectives, problems, challenges in
training adults in distribution. The place of continuing education in the total
school program; planning, organizing and promoting the adult program; selection
and preparation of adult coordinators; group processes and program evaluation.
D.E. 610 Supervisory Leadership in Distributive Education. 3 credits. The role
of the supervisor in Distributive Education; the needs and desires of those with
whom he works, the improvement of supervisory skills are included under the
f.ollowing headings: patterns for supervision, improving instruction, public relahons and evaluation. Group and individual problems are assigned.
D.E. 611 Directed Study-Reading. 3 credits. Enrollment in this course is by
Permission of the advisor. Required reading of texts and current references in
distribution and education is planned individually. Written reports and an
examination cover six categories.
Aov. 601 Management of Retail Advertising. 2 credits. Planning, preparing
and producing retail advertising for various markets and media. Controlling
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and measuring the effectiveness of retail advertising. Determining policy, org
zation, and coordination of advertising functions.
MARK. 603 Marketing Research. 2 credits. Principles and practice of mar~
ing research with particular emphasis upon methods, sources, interpretation
data, presentation and use of results.
RET. 602 Applied Display. 2 credits. Emphasis on practical problems
handling the tools of display. The principles of visual merchandising are appij
to interior and window displays, and students learn to work with traditio
fixtures.
RET. 605 Sales Promotion. 2 credits. Promotional techniques in relation
sales distribution and departmentalization of hard and soft lines. The functi
and techniques of advertising in relation to display, special events and publici
and coordination with merchandising are included. Training needs on all leve
of responsibility are studied.
RET. 617 Applications of Product Information. 2 credits. Product informati
as a key factor in promoting sales, handling stock, influencing managem
decisions, satisfying customer demand, and training distributive personnel.
amples are drawn from textile and non-textile products.
RET. 620 Operational Problems in Distribution. 2 credits. The role of man
agement in formulating policies, directing and following up operations
service activities as a function of store management.
RET. 625 Merchandising Procedures and Control. 2 credits. Procedures
merchandising are -surveyed as they relate to a variety of types and sizes
stores. Merchandising organizations, buying policies, stock control systems,
planning for profit are included.
RET. 626 Merchandis11ng Management Problems. 2 credits. The relationship
profit and loss factors in retailing. Investigation of relationships in the followi
areas: unit control, sales, stock, markup, markdown, expense control as m
agement problems.
D.E. 703-704 Directed Research. 3 credits. This course involves individu
creative work under the supervision of a project advisor. Research may be
thesis or project form but must. be practical and make contribution to Distri
tive Education or the field of distribution.
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The Department of ·Dramatic Art and Speech had its beginnings •
1921 when Richmond Professional Institute became the first colle
in the South to offer work on a collegiate level in theatre. The w
of the Department is of a distinctly professional nature in that its
cept is to train its students as actors, directors and technicians I
positions in commercial, regional and educational theatres.
The faculty advises its graduate students to allow a year and a semes
to fulfill the requirements for the Master of Fine Arts Degree. In
case of a student with less than thirty hours in undergraduate hours
the theatre the student may expect to make up some undergradua~
deficiencies.
Master of Fine Arts Degree in Dramatic Art

Creditt.
Drama 601-602
Drama 701
Drama 603-604
Drama 605-606
Drama 607

Internship
Thesis
Dramatic Criticism and Theory .
. .... . . . .
Research and Special Problems in Drama .
Introduction to Graduate Study in Speech and Drama .

Selected courses determined by the field
of concentration of the student. . .. .. . ... . ... . . . .

6
3
6
1
3

11
30

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
DRAMA 503-504 History of Dramatic Literature. 3 lecture hours. 3 credit&:
Study and analysis of dramatic literature. First semester : Aeschylus throup
Shakespeare. Second semester: Corneille to Ibsen.
DRAMA 505-506 Advanced Scene Design. l lecture and 4 laboratory hoUllo
3-3 credits. Prerequisite; Drama 305-306. A more advanced study of the techniques, methods and problems of scene design and scene painting.
DRAMA 509-510. Costumes for the Theatre. 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. A
seminar in research and design of costumes for the theatre, including discu ·
of fabrics and special construction methods used in stage costuming. S '
project in construction will be assigned as part of the work for the cou
Prerequisite: Drama 221-222.
DRAMA 523-524 Modern Drama. 3 lecture hours. 3-3 credits. First semes
includes intensive study of major Continental playwrights. Second semes
concentrates on American dramatists with Pulitzer Prize and Drama Critic:I
Circle selections as the core.
DRAMA 561-562 Advanced Directing. 3 lecture hours. 3-3 credits. Further
study in direction techniques, especially the problems of the full-length play.
The student will direct a cutting of a full-length play. Prerequisite: Drallll
361-362.
SPEECH 503 Persuasion. 3 lecture hours. 3-3 credits. Theories of persuasiOJI.
Motivation, audience analysis, and the message and its presentation will •
stressed, with performance serving as the practical application of the theo
studied. This course will be open to graduate students in other departments
the university with written permission of the instructor. All graduate st1;1denflo
will be required to do an extensive research project in some area of persuasion.
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506 Forensic Techniques. 3 credits. The course will present an overview of the forensic program in the secondary schools of Virginia, with an
emphasis on debate, oral interpretation and oratory. It will deal with the
coaching of the extra-curricular contest activities in the speech and drama areas.
Each graduate student will be required to do an extensive research project in
that portion of the forensic program about which he knows the least.

SPEECH

507 Drama and Speech Methods. 3 credits. A study of the basic
methods used in the teaching of drama and speech in the secondary school.
Fundamental high school texts will be evaluated and students will be required
to present at least five projects which will demonstrate their personal teaching
techniques as well as their personal philosophy as a teacher of speech and
drama. All graduate students will be required to complete an in-depth research
paper on a subject which is outside his area of emphasis.

SPEECH

601-602 Internship. Not to exceed 6 credits. Field work in connection with the Virginia Museum Theatre. Students may complete the work in
either one or two semesters.
DRAMA

603-604 Dramatic Criticism and Theory. 3 credits. The major dramatic
theories from Aristotle to the twentieth century and associated movements as
they affect the development of Western drama.

DRAMA

DRAMA 605-606 Research and Special Problems in Drama. 1-3 credits. Individual directed study and research under faculty supervision on approved research problems or projects in drama and theatre.

607 Introduction to Graduate Study in Speech and Drama. 3 credits.
A study of methods and courses used in graduate research in drama and speech.

DRAMA

701 Thesis. 3 credits. This may take the form of a research project,
a creative work, or the full production of a play. An important part of this
project is the written report which will contain illustrative materials as necessary.
DRAMA
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The School of Education, in cooperation with other Schools
Departments, prepares students for positions as teachers, counsel
administrators, and supervisors in public and private schools. Progr
leading to the Master's or Education Degree (M.Ed.) are offered in
following areas of specialization: Administration and Supervision, Co
selor Education, Elementary Education, and Special Education.
REGUIREMENTS FOR THE MASTER OF EDUCATION (a minimum of 3
semester hours)
All candidates must meet the general requirements
degree that are prescribed by the Graduate Council.
quirements shall be generally distributed as follows:
1. Foundation courses: (a minimum of six hours from the folio ·
Philosophy of Education (3 hours)
Methods of Research (3 hours)
Advanced Educational Psychology (3 hours)
2. Program courses: (12 to 21 hours)
Each candidate will be expected to complete at least twelve hours
course work in a field of concentration from among courses offered •
Education, Psychology, Sociology, etc.
3. Electives (a minimum of 9 hours)
Each candidate may take electives related to his field of study or
provide balance and breadth in his total program. Specific cou
must be approved by the student's advisor.
4. Thesis ( 1 to 6 hours)
The course requirements shown above represent the minimum requirements for a master's degree. Additional hours may be required of those:
students who have insufficient undergraduate work or who need course{
to fulfill certification requirements of the State Board of Education foi
special programs. For further information, contact the Dean of the
School of Education or the Director of Graduate Studies, School
Education, Virginia Commonwealth University.
COURSE DESCRIPTION
Eouc. 501 Pupil Evaluation. 3 credits. Principles and procedures in evalua ·
pupil growth in skills, attitudes and understandings, construction and analysis
teacher-made tests, administration of group tests. Interpretation of group
individual tests with emphasis on measurement problems of exceptional child
Eouc. 509 Remedial Reading. 3 credits. Designed for teachers and others
assist in improving reading efficiency, diagnosis of reading difficulties of
age groups, administration and interpretation of individual reading diagn
tests, organization of reading instruction for individuals or small groups ba
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upon careful diagnosis, specialized remedial methods presented for severely retarded or nonreaders.
£i>UC. 513 Guidance. 3 credits. The introductory course for all graduate students in Counselor Education includes a survey of pupil personnel services and
places special emphasis on those services associated with the guidance program.
The course is designed for both elementary and secondary counselors and is a
prereq~isite to all other courses offered by the Department of Counselor
Education.
Eouc. 521 Teaching the Emotionally Distvrbed. 3 credits. Curriculum development and organization of activities for the emotionally disturbed, including
program content, equipment, materials, and resources.
Eouc. 531 Survey of Special Education. 3 credits. For majors and nonmajors. An overview of the field of special education; identifying exceptional
children, programs, facilities, literature, services, and professional workers. , A
first course for special education majors.
EDUC. 532 Teaching the Mentally Retarded. 3 credits. Curriculum development and organization of activities for the mentally retarded at different maturational levels with specific attention to: program content, equipment, materials, and
resources. Prerequisites: Characteristics of the Mentally Retarded and Survey of
Special Education or permission of the instructor.
EDUC. 538 Orientation to Speech Pathology. 3 credits. An introduction to the
history, scope, and trends in the field of speech pathology to include terminology, systems of classifications and concepts of etiology, diagnosis, and therapy.
EDUC. 545 Teaching the Gifted. 3 credits. Curriculum development and organization of activities for the gifted at different maturational levels with
specific attention to program content, materials, resources, and guidance.
EDUC. 546 Guidance for Exceptional Children. 3 credits. Inter-relationships of
home, school, and community agencies are employed with emphasis on the
special education teacher as a guidance worker in the areas of educational,
mental, social, and vocational development.
EDUC. 550. Characterisiics of the Mentally Retarded. 3 credits. Nature and
needs of the mentally retarded with emphasis upon the degrees of retardation,
causes and concomitant problems. Psychological bases for a suitable curriculum
are also explored.
EDUC. 551 Characteristics of the Emotionally Disturbed. 3 credits. A study of
the causes and problems involved in emotional disturbance and the implication
for educational management.
EDuc. 557 Bases of Speech. 3 credits. Anatomical, physiological, neurological,
psychological, and physical bases of speech and language.
EDUC. 560 Teaching Slow Learners. 3 credits. ·Curriculum development and
organization of activities for slow learners at different maturational levels with
specific attention to program content, materials, resources, and guidance.
EDuc. 562 Language Arts for the Mentally Retarded. 3 credits. A study of
the communication problems of the mentally retarded at different maturational
levels and techniques for developing appropriate curricular emphasis in the
total school program.
EDuc. 568 Psycho-Educational Diagnosis of Children. 3 credits. A review of
t~sts used in determining nature and extent of learning deficits and their translation into education methodology for children with specific learning problems.
Techniques of remediating learning disorders will be examined and evaluated.
EDuc. 570 Medical Aspects of Crippling Cond1'tions. 3 credits. Survey of
medical conditions and special health problems as they relate to educational
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planning and programming. Etiology, prognosis, and effects of disabling condi
tions are discussed by medical specialists. Teacher-physician relationships ~
explored. Planning for both the child and his environment to meet his SllCCial
needs is included.
EDUC. 601 Philosophy of Education. 3 credits. A study of basic philosophies
which have contributed to the present day educational system. Attention Will
be given to contemporary philosophies having an impact on planning for future
programs.
EDUC. 610 School and Community Relations. 3 credits. New concepts and
specific techniques in school-community relations for teachers; involvement in
educational planning; involvement in community planning and an examination
of evaluative projects for community use.
EDUC. 611 Social Studies in the Elementary School. 3 credits. The underlyina
values, the knowledge, and the behavior essential to the conduct of our dem0cratic society; the understandings, generalizations, and concepts drawn from the
social sciences which are appropriate and meaningful to elementary pupils.
EDUC. 615 Curriculum Development. 3 credits. Current studies and proposals
dealing with curriculum improvement and development for school personnel.
Emphasis will be given to methods of involving professional and lay people in
developing curriculum.
EDUC. 616 Curriculum Seminar. 3 credits. A seminar based on current curriculum theory. An extensive review and analysis of current curriculum projects
will be undertaken. Basic inter-disciplinary research will be considered and
application made to curriculum improvement. Prerequisites: Educ. 615.
EDUC. 620 Public School Administration. 3 credits. An overview of the theory
and practice of public school administration. Emphasis will be placed on the
role of the superintendent with some work on administrative responsibilities of
principals of elementary and secondary schools,
EDUC. 621 School Law. 3 credits. Legal aspects of school administration
which include constitutional and statutory provisions and court decisions.
EDUC. 630 Supervision of Instruction. 3 credits. An advanced course in mod·
em concepts of supervision on the elementary and secondary levels. Modem
theories and practices of instruction will be examined.
EDUC. 633 Aural Rehabilitati'on. 3 credits. A detailed review in techniques
for teaching lip reading and auditory training for the hearing-impaired child.
EDUC. 638 Vocational and Occupational Adjustment for Exceptional Children.
3 credits. An orientation to occupations, occupational information and problems
of adjustment for the handicapped with emphasis upon mentally handicapped.
Emphasis is upon implications of vocational and occupational adjustment problems for curriculum. Selected visitations to employing agencies are an integral
part of the course.
EDUC. 655 Techniques of Remediating Specific Language Disabilities. 3 credits.
Advanced course in techniques for the remediation of specific language disabili·
ties with emphasis on reading problems. Includes interpretation of diagnostic
reports and the presentation and evaluation of a variety of specific remedial
methodologies. Prerequisites: Educ. 509 and Educ. 568.
EDUC. 662 Problems in Special Education. 3 credits. Open only to advanced
students. Instruction is provided in the development, conduct, and reporting
on various problems relative to the education or rehabilitation of handicapped
children. Registration only by department permission.
Eouc. 664 Review of Research in Mental Retardation. 3 credits. A review
of major research in Mental Retardation and its implications for programming
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for mentally retarded children in schools, institutions, and private facilities.
EDUC. 669 Administration and supervision of Special Education. 3 credits.
practices and problems in providing school programs for handicapped and gifted
children in both urban and rural communities are discussed.
EDUC. 670 Current Issues in Special Education. 3 credits. For special education personnel, guidance workers, school administrators and others involved in
programs for exceptional children. An appraisal of current problems and
issues confronting Special Education with emphasis on instructional and administrative problems in the schools.
EDUC. 671 Review of Research in Emotional Disturbance. 3 credits. A review
of major research in Emotional Disturbance and its implications for programming for emotionally disturbed children in schools, institutions, and private
facilities.
EDUC. 672 Internship in Special Education. 3-6 credits. Intensive practicum
experience with exceptional children. Programs to be individually planned
by the student and his advisor.
EDUC. 675 Guidance in the Elementary Schools. 3 credits. A survey of guidance and counseling procedures relevant to the developmental needs of elementary children. Emphasis will be given to specific methods of non-verbal
communication with children, diagnosis of reading difficultyr~king with
parents, and serving as a resource person for the school faculty .. \
EDUC. 676 Techniques of Counseling. 3 credits. A study of techniques used
in counseling with students, including interviewing and assisting students in
gaining insight into personal problems and in making educational and vocational choices. Attention is given to theories of counseling and theories of personality.
EDUC. 677 Organization and Administration of Gui'dance Services. 3 credits.
A study of organizational principles and procedures necessary for the effective
administration of guidance services. Consideration is given to procedures used
in establishing and modifying or both, existing guidance programs, including
the study of various community resources that can contribute to more effective
guidance services.
EDUC. 678 Occupational and Educational Information. 3 credits. Designed
to give the potential school counselor an understanding of the developmental
process by which the individual pupil comes to make a meaningful vocational
choice. Emphasis will be given to a review of resources available to the
counselor and pupil and the relationship between counselor and pupil in career
planning.
EDUC. 684 Guidance-Business alld Industrial Practicum. 3 credits. Course
designed to assist high-school counselors become better acquainted with vocational opportunities in business and industry. Field trips and guest speakers
are included in order to provide accurate and up-to-date information concerning
vocational opportunities. A written report is required.
EDuc. 685 Problems ill Guidance. 3 credits. A course designed to allow the
student to pursue independent study of · a topic under the supervision of a
faculty member. The aim of the course is to provide the advanced student with
the opportunity to investigate topics of sufficient interest that cannot be met
'
through regular registration. A written report will be required.
EDuc. 690 Group Procedures ill Counseling and Gui'dance. 3 credits. Introduction to the group process, group counseling, and group guidance contrasted
and defined; basic theoretical. Prerequisite: Educ. 676.
EDuc. 691 Student Personnel Services in Higher Education. 3 credits. A
course which focuses attention on administrative decision-making and problem-
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solving in the area of student personnel services. Emphasizes the case stu
approach and students will participate in various administrative experiments
quiring the employment of administrative theory and practice. Prerequisi
Educ. 676, 677.
EDUC. 693 Guidance Practicum . 3 credits. The Practicum is designed to p
vide the advanced student with a meaningful sequence of supervised counsel"
experiences. Placement will be at the school level which best serves the studen
anticipated area of specialization. Prerequisites: Completion of 15 hours
graduate study in Counselor Education and permission of the instructor.
EDUC. 695 Guidance Seminar. 1-3 credits. An advanced course designed
provide a means for intensive study of guidance services. The approach will
to integrate the knowledge and skills from the various disciplines as they rel
to the work of the counselor. Prerequisite: Open to advanced students wi
permission of the instructor.
EDUC. 701-702 Thesis. 1 to 6 credits. A research study of a topic or prob!
approved by the students' supervisory committee and completed in accorda
with acceptable standards for thesis writing. Or, a field project or research stu
approved by the student's advisor and supervisor. committee and completed
accordance with acceptable standards for field research report writing.
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To qualify for full graduate standing in any of the following curric
the student must possess the appropriate baccalaureate degree from
recognized school or college. He must demonstrate to the satisfactiOll'
of the School of Music committee on graduate study an ability to
work of superior quality at an advanced level. With adequate background, the work of the master's degree can be completed in two semesters; however, the length of the period of study cannot be assured until
the student has demonstrated his ability in the graduate program.
Candidates for the degree Master of Music may major in Applied Music,
Composition, Music Theory, or Education. The curricula for the
master's degree in the various fields follow:
Master of Music: in Applied Music
MAJOR SUBJECT-

At least one half but not more than two thirds of the total work required
for the degree is to be devoted to .the applied music major and its allied
subjects. This study must culminate in a demonstration of playing
ability, either in the form of a public recital or a performance before
the faculty or a designated committee, such demonstration to be submitted in lieu of a full thesis. When the recital is performed before a
committee, it must be accompanied with a substantial paper pertinent
to some phase of the applied major. It should be the student's objective
to study an extensive and well-rounded repertory considerably more
comprehensive than that required or achieved during undergraduate
study. This objective should be either for the purpose of demonstrating
proficiency in performance and for the enlargement and improvement of
pedagogical equipment.
Requirements for a Master of Music in Applied Music
Applied Music
.......................................
.........................................
Advanced Theory
Seminar in Music History
.................................
................
Instrumental or Vocal Pedagogy . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Recital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ... . . . . . .
Electives
......
........
Ensemble (Chorus or Orchestra) .

8
6
4
2
4
4
2
30

Master of Music: in Composition
PREREQUISITES:

To qualify for full graduate standing with Theory or Composition
as a field of concentration the student must:
A. Demonstrate by examination, skills and capacities in the following
fields:
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1. Harmony-written, aural, and keyboard.

z. Proficiency in sight singing and in melodic harmonic and rhythmic
dictation.
3, The history and literature of music and the study of musical form.
4. Counterpoint and Orchestration.

B. Have continued the study of applied music throughout the four
years of his undergraduate study. He should have acquired a thorough,
practical knowledge of the piano whether or not it is his major
instrument.
Furthermore, the candidate for admission to graduate standing in the
field of Composition must submit at least two original works showing
definite creative ability and considerable technical facility.
Requirements

Composition (P-rivate Instruction) . . . . . . . . ..
Thesis

Credits
8
4

The student must submit original compositions in large forms (chamber
music, symphonic works, choral work with orchestral accompaniment,
or the like) to be approved by the Graduate Faculty. These works
must exhibit considerably greater maturity and facility in writing than
those submitted for entrance.
Credits
6

Art 601-602 Seminar in Art.
Applied Music ........ .
Seminar in Music History.
Free Electives

4
4
4

30

Master of Music: in Music Theory
Music Theory (Private Instruction).

8

Work in theory and composition beyond undergraduate level. The
techniques and skills involved are essentially the same as in the corresponding course for the Composition major, the difference being that
here a native and original creative talent is not required.
Art 601-602 Seminar in Art
Thesis
........ .... ......... .
Applied Music ..... .
Seminar in Music History ... . . . . . .. .
Free Electives

6
4
4

4
4

30
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Master of Music: in Music Education
Teaching experience of at least two years and an interest in pursu·
research study .are highly desirable; however, applicants without teach"
experience, but with compensating abilities or experiences may be ad,.
mitted. The requirements are:
G. S. 660 Methods of Research
Administration, Education, Psychology.
(depending on the needs of the candidates)
Music Education Seminar .
Mus. 611-612 Advanced Theory.
Seminar in Music History .
Applied Music
Mus. 701 Thesis .
Electives

3
.... 3

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
Music 511-512 Composition. Year course; 2 lecture hours. 4 credits. Actual
writing of music beginning with the phrase and advancing to two-part and
three-part song forms and the sonatina. Prerequisite: two years of theory, one
of harmonic analysis.
Music 521-522 Form and Analysis. Year course; 2 lecture hours. 4 credits. A
thorough study of the formal and harmonic structures of music, from the Bach
Chorale to twentieth-century practices. Prerequisite: At least two years of
theory.
Music 523-524 Orchestration. Continuous course; 2 lecture hours. 2-2 credits.
First semester: Practice in writing for small combinations including chorus;
second semester: Writing for full orchestra. Prerequisite: two years of theory.
Music 541-542 History of Music II. Year course; 3 lecture hours. 6 credits. A
study of the development of music from the 18th century to the present.
Music 543-544 Seminar in Music History. Continuous course; 3 lecture hours.
3-3 credits. Assigned research in aspects of the history of music that are not
covered in other courses. A course for history majors only, designed to prepare
the student for teaching or graduate work in musicology.
Music 555-556 Ensemble. Semester courses; 2 or 3 laboratory hours.
credit. Vocal, String, Woodwind, Piano, or Brass.

1-J

Music 563-564 Vocal Pedagogy . Year course; 2 lectures. 4 credits. This is a
study of physiological and psychological problems found in voice teaching.
Music 565 Piano Pedagogy. Year course; 2 lectures. 4 credits. A study of
educational psychology and philosophy for teaching piano; includes methods
and materials for private and class lessons. Supervised teaching. Student-teacher
relationships.
Music 587 Rhythms for Elementary-Age Children. 3 credits.
Music 663 Instrumental or Vocal Pedagogy. 2 credits. An advanced studY
of the physiological and psychological problems in teaching the instrument or
voice. Practical experience in teaching a private student under the teacher's
guidance.
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MUSIC 611-612 Advanced Theory . 3 credits each semester. A comprehensive
course including harmony, counterpoint, canon, fugue, form and analysis and
composition.
MUSIC 671 Mus1'c Education Seminar. 3 credits. Designed for graduates who
have had at least one year of teaching experience. Emphasis upon current
problems, methods and school administration. Includes a study of the results
of research projects in music education and .their application in teaching music
classes.
MUSIC 641-642 Seminar in Music History. 2 credits each semester.

Music 619-620 Composition. 3 credits per semester. A course for composition
majors with emphasis upon the larger forms and instrumental combinations.
Music 691 Instrumental Conducting and Related Problems. 3 credits each
semester. A comprehensive review of choral methods and conducting. A survey
and study of advanced Choral materials, cantatas, and oratorios will be included .
Music 692 Instrumental Conducting and Related Problems. 3 credits each
semester. A course in the study of school band and orchestra materials and
conducting. Emphasis upon the organization and techniques of training the
concert band, marching band, orchestra, and instrumental classes.
Music 629-630 Composition Seminar. 3 credits each semester. A course for
students who are candidates for degrees in Composition.
Music 650 Research in Music Education. 3 credits. Research and independent study in the field of specialization. Prerequisite: GS 560 or equivalent.
Music 601-602

Applied Music. 4 credits each semester.

Music 605-606

Applied Music. 2 credits each semester.

Music 609-610
Music 613-614
Music 601-602

Applied Music. 3 credits each semester.

Music 605-606

Composition or Theory. 2 credits each semester.

Music 609-610

Composition or Theory. 3 credits each semester.

Music 613-614

Composition or Theory . I credit each semester.

Music 624

Applied Music. 1 credit each semester.
Composition or Theory . 4 credits each semester.

Arranging for Band or Orchestra. 2 credits.

Music 651-652
Musrc 653-654

Chorus. 1 credit each semester.

Music 655-656

Ensemble. 1 credit each semester.

Music 657-658

Women's Chorus. 1 credit each semester.

Orchestra and Band. 1 credit each semester.

Music 694 Recital. 4 credits.
Musrc 701 -702 Thesis. 3 or 4 credits.
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Occupational Therapy is the scientific application of any purpose
activity, mental or physical, administered by a trained therapist f
the purpose of hastening the patient's recovery from disease or inj
Patients are referred by a physician.
Occupational Therapy is used in: Mental hospitals and clinics; rehab" •
tation centers; curative workshops; orthopedic, general, and children'
hospitals; hospitals and schools for crippled children; hospitals
schools for the blind and deaf; tuberculosis sanatoria; penal institutio
home service programs and nursing homes. Trained occupational the
pists serving in military hospitals are commissioned officers.
The basic professional education programs offered through the Sch
of Occupational Therapy are accredited by the American Occupatio
Therapy Association in collaboration with the Council on Medical Ed
cation of the American Medical Association. Successful completion
these programs leads to eligibility for taking the registration examination
of the American Occupational Therapy Association.
All candidates are required to present evidence of good character,
general fitness and emotional stability. Applicants over thirty-five
not ordinarily accepted.
The College reserves the right to refuse admission to the courses ·
Occupational Therapy or to require the withdrawal of a student or
withhold the degree or certificate if, in the opinion of the authorities,;
the applicant is not adapted to the work. A Battery of Tests may be
required after the student has enrolled.
A personal interview is required for all college graduates. If distan
prevents the applicant from coming to Richmond for this, arrangements
may be made to have the interview with a qualified occupational therapist selected by this school near the student's home.
The student must have completed the Standard Aptitude Test of tho
Graduate Record Examination before admission.
PROGRAMS OF INSTRUCTION
I. Basic Professional Education Program
A . .MASTER OF SCIENCE IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

A course of study .leading to a Master of Science Degree in Occupa•
tional Therapy designed for college graduates with a Bachelor's Degree
in an appropriate major such as: Art, Biology, Home Economics, Ph
ical Education, Psychology, Sociology.
All candidates must, in addition to meeting the general requirements for
the Master's Degree, complete the following program:
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Credit
1st
2nd
Semester Semester
6*
2*

course Number
Title
Biol. 307
Anatomy and Kinesiology of Man .
O.T. 332
Medical Lectures I
o.T. 535
Psychiatry
........
Therapeutic Modalities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
o.T. 601
o.T. 641
Seminar
.. .. .. . . . .. . . . . . ... .... ... .. . .
o.T. 611
Clinical Orientation
..................
Biol. 206
Human Physiology
Biol. 529
Neuroanatomy .. ... . , .
o.T. 534
Medical Lectures
o.T. 630
Theory of Psychosocial Dysfunction . . . . . . . . . .
TOTAL

2
4

2
4*
3
2

3
15

15

Summer

O.T. 612

Psych 311
O.T. 533
O.T. 613
O.T. 621
G.S. 660
O.T. 701

Clinical Practicum I .

6 credits

Introduction to Statistics .
Medical Lectures II
Clinical Practicum
Theory of Physical Dysfunction .
Research Methods
Thesis
Electives

Credit
3rd
4th
Semester Semester
3*
.. . ........ . 2
3
4

3
3 or 6
arrange
TOTAL

15

3 or 6
Summer

O.T. 651
0 .T. 652

8.

Clinical
(three
Clinical
(three

Experience
months)
Experience
months)

0 credit
0 credit

CERTIFICATE PROGRAM IN 0cCUPATIONAL THERAPY

The certificate program is designed for college graduates who do not
wish to pursue the master's degree, but who wish to receive the basic
professional education in occupational therapy. Students should have
an undergraduate major in one of the following general areas: Art,
Biology, Home Economics, Physical Education, Psychology, Sociology.
The program is three semesters in length plus two months of summer
work (0.T. 612, Clinical Practicum I). Six months of clinical experi*No graduate credit
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ence (O.T. 651-652, Clinical Experience) is required to complete
the requirements for the certificate.
Students enroll in the Graduate School and complete the same course
of study outlined above for the master's degree students in the basic
professional education program except they do not have to take GS 660
Research Methods, or the fourth semester. Certificate students
their six months of clinical experience at the completion of their third
semester.
Upon successful completion of this program the student is awarded 8
professional certificate in occupational therapy.

begn;

II. Master of Science in Occupational Therapy
PROGRAMS DESIGNED FOR MAJOR AREAS
OF CONCENTRATION

A course of study leading to a Master of Science Degree in Occupational Therapy designed for college graduates with a baccalaureate
degree who have successfully completed the basic professional education
in occupational therapy.
This program will allow students to concentrate their studies in the
major area of their own interest.
All candidates for this program must, in addition to meeting the general
requirements for the master's degree, complete the following:
A minimum of 16 semester hours credit (including 3 semester
hours credit of thesis) in courses offered by the School of Occupational Therapy.
A minimum of 8 semester hours credit from courses offered by a
school or department to which the student's major area of interest
is most closely allied.
In addition, the student must complete Psychology 512, Advanced
Statistics, and GS 660, Research Methods.
NOTE: Because of the individual interest and program of each
student and because of the sequence of courses and prerequisites
it is NOT expected that the student will complete this program
in two semesters.
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
PREREQUISITES F OR ALL COURSES : ADMISSION TO PROGRAM;
INSTRUCTORS PERMISSION; OTHER PREREQUISITES AS INDICATED.

O.T. 332 Medical Lectures 1. Study of variety of general medical symptoms.
etiology, and treatment. No graduate credit.
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o.T.

533 Medical Lectures JI. 2 credits. Study of neurological and orthopedic
conditions from the standpoint of etiology, prognosis, clinical signs .and symptoms, and treatment.
O.T. 534 Medical Lectures Ill. 2 credits. Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation treatment of major diagnostic entities.
o.T. 535 Psychiatry. 2 credits. Psychopathology, symptomatology, and treatment of selected emotional and mental disorders.

o.T.

601 Therapeutic Modalities. I lecture hour, 6 lab. hours per week. 4
credits. Use and maintenance of hand tools and machine tools as applied to
wood, metal and plastic activities as utilized to foster independence and/or
adjustment to disability.
o.T. 611 Clinical Orientation. 60 clock hours. 2 credits. Practical experience
in selected occupational therapy departments. Treatment procedures, techniques,
and use of skills will be evaluated.
o.T. 612 Clinical Practicum I. 8 full consecutive weeks. 6 credits. Practical experience in a selected occupational therapy department. Treatment
procedures, techniques, and use of skills will be explored in depth.
O.T. 613 Clinical Practicum II. 90 clock hours. 3 credits. Practical experience
in selected occupational therapy departments. Activity analysis, rehabilitative
concepts, prevention and interdisciplinary communication will be explored in
relation to occupational therapy concepts.
O.T. 614 Clinical Practicum Ill. 120 clock hours. 4 credits. Practical experience in selected occupational therapy departments. This experience will be
selected in relationship to the individual's specific area of interest as well as his
thesis topic. Students will use this time to strengthen their theoretical knowledge
ali well as their practical application
O.T. 623 Adva11ced theory i11 Physical Dysfunctio11. 2 lecture hours, 2 lab.
hours per week. 3 credits. (Prereq.: O.T. 621 ) . Advanced theory, application
of media and equipment for specific physical dysfunctions.
O.T. 630 Theory of Psychosocial Dysfunction. 2 Lecture hours, 2 lab. hours
per week. 3 credits. Dynamic aspects of occupational therapy as they relate
to the social and vocational rehabilitation of the emotionally disabled. Group
dynamics will be an integral part of the learning process.
O.T . 631 Advanced theory of Psychosocial Dysfunctio11. 3 credits. (Prereq.:
0.T. 630). An intensive study of the role of the therapist in an interdisciplinary
pliychiatric setting. Psychological and sociological assessment of the dynamics
of human behavior in various interpersonal relationship in which therapeutic
activity is used as the modus operandi. Current theories of therapeutic activity
are.considered.
O.T. 641-642 Semi11ar. 1 to 4 credits. Individual study in selected areas of
interest as determined by student and program.
O.T. 651-652 Cli11ical Experie11ce. 3 months each. No credit. Supervised
clinical experience in an approved center. Experience will include work with
both the physical and psychosocial dysfunctions in respective hospitals.
0.T. 662

Directed Studies. I to 6 credits. Individual investigation other than
thesis of some special problem as it relates to the field of occupational therapy.
Studies may be focused in the following areas: Administration, education, physical dysfunction, psychosocial dysfunction, and research.
0.T. 701

Th esis. 3 or 6 credits. Under the supervision of an advisor and in conjunction with a thesis committee, student writes and presents a thesis in the
area of his choice.
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BIOL. 206 Human Physiology. 3 lecture hours, 3 laboratory hours per wee
No graduate credit. A study of functioning of the human body with empb
on the experimental procedures by which the facts of physiology have
!ermined.
BIOL. 307 Anatomy and Kinesiology of Man. 4 lecture hours, 6 laborat
hours per week. No graduate credit. A regional study of the basic stru
and kinesiology of the human body using models, prosecuted specimens and
dissected cadaver. Course designed for students in the School of Occupatio
Therapy.
BIOL. 529 Neuroanatomy. 2 lecture hours, 2 laboratory hours per week.
credits. A study of the functions of the central nervous system.
PSYCH. 311
Introduction to Statistics. 2 lecture hours, 2 laboratory hours
week. No graduate credit. Frequency distributions, measures of central te
dency and variability; sampling, probability, correlation, and significance t
as applied to psychological data.
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This department in cooperation with other departments prepares students for positions in personnel work, industrial psychology, educational
psychology, counseling and guidance, psychometry, and prepares its
graduates for positions in clinical psychology where they work under
the supervision of senior psychologists, in hospitals, clinics, mental
institutions, social agencies, courts, child welfare service, etc.
The programs prepare students for positions in clinical and applied
psychology as offered by hospitals, mental institutions, educational
institutions, social agencies, juvenile courts, welfare institutions, and
personnel offices in business and industry. They may lead to the degree
of Master of Science in Clinical Psychology or in Applied Psychology,
or they may provide the basic preparation for a Ph.D. in one of those
fields. Accordingly, two types of M.S. degrees are given: a terminal
Master's degree, or a Master's degree as preparation for the Ph.D. in
a university.
The Department of Clinical and Applied Psychology of the Virginia
Commonwealth University was organized in 1942. At that time it
served mainly the needs of the other schools and departments of Virginia Commonwealth University and offered courses for an undergraduate major in psychology. In 1951, full scale training programs
were established leading toward the M.S. in Clinical or Applied
Psychology.
In combining high academic standards with a practical and professional
approach to psychological education, this department represents a new
trend, one which is receiving progressively greater recognition in the
United States.
The School maintains close contacts with various local and national
professional organizations in establishing its curricula and standards
and tries to meet the developing professional needs of psychology.
Cooperation with State and community agencies and with industrial
organizations enables the school to provide students with the necessary
practical experience.
The Department of Clinical and Applied Psychology maintains its own
placement service which is available to all students and graduates free
of charge. A list of available positions is maintained. Applicants
desiring consideration must complete placement forms and submit
references.
The following outlines represent suggested programs. Faculty advisers
will help each student arrange his schedule individualy. Some of these
courses are offered at night and some in the morning hours. The right
is reserved to withdraw courses in which the enrollment is less than
eight.
Prerequisites for graduate work include the following:
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General Psychology, Experimental Psychology and Statistics, 15 hours
minimum.
Program in General Experimental Psychology

Credit
Electives in learning, perception, cognition, etc.
(one elective outside general area) .
......... . . . .
Experimental Design
Advanced General Psychology
. . .. . .. .
Advanced Experimental
Statistics
.......................
Comparative Psychology or Physiological Psychology .
History or Systems of Psychology .
Professional Problems
Thesis

6
3
3
3
6
3
3
1
6
TOTAL

34

Program in Educational Psychology

Credit
Psychology of Personality
Tests and Measurements.
Advanced Vocational and Educational Guidance .
Advanced Educational Psychology .............. . .
Advanced General Psychology
.... .. . . .
Advanced Statistics
.. . . . .. . ....... ... .. . . ..... .. . . . . . . . .
Psychology of Learning .
.........
. ... . . . .
Electives in Education .
. ..... . ...... . .. .
Professional Problems
Thesis

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
6
6

TOTAL

34

Program in Industrial Psychology

Credit
Advanced General ·Psychology
Psychology of Personality .. . .. . ..... . .
Tests and Measurements .. .. . .. . .
Job Evaluation
Advanced Statistics
Individual Tests of Intelligence .
Professional Problems
.......... ...······ ········
Industrial Safety
........ . .. .
Industrial Management (Business 532).
Techniques of Marketing and Attitude Surveys
Psychology of Learning .
. . ......... .. . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Thesis
TOTAL
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3

3
3

3
3
3
3
3

6
3
6
40

Program in Counseling and Guidance

Occupational Information and Job Analysis
Advanced General Psychology .
Advanced Statistics
Individual Tests of Intelligence .
Tests and Measurements .
Personality Theories
Theories of Counseling and Psychotherapy .
Techniques of Guidance and Counseling
Professional Problems
Practicum
Thesis

.

.. . ... . ... .... . .. . .. .

TOTAL
The Two-Year ·Program in Clinical Psychology

In clinical psychology two years is regarded as the minimum period Clf
study necessary to equip a person for employment, under the super.
vision of a senior psychologist or psychiatrist, in hospitals, clinics, mental
institutions, social agencies, chld welfare servces, etc. Consequently
the full program of the Vrginia Commonwealth University in this field
is two years in length and includes practicum and thesis or internship
and research project. Prerequisites include those listed previously plul
Abnormal Psychology, Personality Theories and Tests and Measurements.
The Two-Year Program in Clinical Psychology
FIRST YEAR

Cr1dlt
3
3
3
3
6
3
3
3

Advanced General Psychology .
Individual Tests of Intelligence .
Rorschach I
Psychopathology
Personality Assessment
Rorschach II
.. . . . .. .. . . .. . ..... .. . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . .
Seminar
Advanced Statistics
TOTAL

27

SECOND YEAR

Credit
6

Practicum
Professional Problems
Counseling and Psychotherapy
Thesis

3
6
TOTAL

66

16

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
psycH. 501-502 Physiological Psychology. Continuous course; 3 lecture hours.
3_3 credits. D11ta from the fields of anatomy and physiology are presented, and
their implications for psychology are discussed. The central nervous system;
'nternal environment; vision; audition; reflexes; emotion learning; behavior dis~rders and their physiological point of view.
PsYcH. 503-504 Speech Correct1'on. Continuous course; 3 lecture hours. 3-3
credits. Introduction to the principles and procedures of speech correction. A
course designed for stud~nts ~ajoring in speec~, psych?logy, educa~ion, .or ch~ld
welfare. Such speech 1mped1ments as stuttering, voice and articulation disorders, and speech impairment associated with mental deficiency will be discussed from the standpoint of early detection and treatment.
PsYcH. 506 Perception. Second semester; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. Historical
development of perceptual problems in psychology. A survey of early and
contemporary major perceptual theories and related research with major emphasis on Visual Perception.
PSYCH. 507 Abnormal Psychology. Both semesters; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits.
Traditional views of symptoms, causes, and treatment of psychoneuroses, discussion. New views and approaches to understanding and treatment of maladaptive
process are stressed in the lectures and discussions. Prerequisite: 12 hours in
Pychology including Psych. 409. A course in Philosophy would be helpful.
PSYCH. 508 Criminal Psychology and Delinquency. A one semester course
offered each semester. 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. An analysis of the motivation
of criminal behavior as a social-psychological disease; types of crime and the
personality evaluation of juvenile delinquency and criminals: psychological
analysis of lawbreakers, habitual offenders, criminals: psychological treatment
in prison: Psychology of sexual offenders, drug addicts, and alcoholics as lawbreakers.
PsYcH. 509 Psychology of Personality. First semester; 3 lecture hours. 3
credits. Contributions of psychology to study and understanding of human
personality; meaning and application of different concepts in description of personiality dynamics; an anthropological analysis of man; his basic emotions, their
relationships and their meanings; sources of personality formation; evaluation
of current personality theories.
PSYCH. 510 Principles of Learning. Second semester; 3 lecture hours. 3
credits. A course involving principles of learning as they apply to reinforcement, extinction, motivation, emotion, problem-solving, etc., with emphasis on
experimental findings. Major theoretical approaches will be examined.
PSYCH. 511 Survey of Psychological Tests. Both semesters; 2 lecture and 2
laboratory hours; prerequisite: Psych. 311. 3 crt>dits. A survey of commonly
used group tests; testing procedures and rationale underlying these tests; tests
of intelligence, aptitude, achievement, interest, and personality critically examined, procedures described for selecting and evaluating specific group tests in
these areas.
PSYCH. 512 Advanced Statistics. Second semester; 2 lecture and 2 laboratory
hours. 3 credits. Includes statistical inference, analysis of variance, chi square,
regression and special techniques of correlation analysis. Emphasizes methods
most useful in reduction and analysis of psychological data.
PSYCH. 513 Psychology of the Arts and Artists. Second semester; 3 lecture
hours. 3 credits. The meaning and function of the arts as a social and psychological phenomena. The personality of the artist and his socio-cultural role.
Psychological processes and experiences in producing the works of art. Emphasis
on the graphic and plastic arts.
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PSYCH. 514 System and Theories i11 Psychology. Second semester; 3 lecture
hours. 3 credits. A study of contemporary theories and systems of psychology
Recent schools of thought will be studied to show their influence on current
theories.
PSYCH. 515 Comparative Psychology. Second semester; 3 lecture hours. 3
credits. Survey of methods and results of research on animal behavior. Evolu.
tion of behavior and intelligence, receptor control of behavior and hi&her
mental processes in animals.
PSYCH. 516 Group Dynamics. Second semester; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits.
An interdisciplinary approach in which the dynamics of groups in operation are
considered. The following subjects will be treated: social communication, group
cohesiveness, sensitivity to group pressure and problem solving.
PSYCH. 518 Experimental Psychology-General Methodology. Second semester·
2 lecture hours and 2 laboratory hours. 3 credits. A continuation course f~
undergraduates and intensive introduction for graduates. A methodological ap.
proach, treating experimental procedure and statistical · analysis in the context Of
general scientific method. Operational definition; analysis of the research situa.
tion; planning execution, and analysis of experiments in selected areas of psy.
chology.
PSYCH. 519 Existential Phenomenology and Psychology. Second semester; 2
lecture hours. 3 credits. Survey of the expanded psychology stimulated by
existential phenomenological thought.
PSYCH. 520 Contemporary European Psychology. First semester; 3 lecture
hours. 3 credits. One semester intensive study of either Straus, Heidegger,
Merleau-Ponty or Sartre on a rotating basis.
PSYCH. 521 Research in Psychology as a Human Science. Second semester; 2
lecture hours and 2 laboratory hours. 3 credits. Methods for .the investigation of
man from t1'e perspective of existential phenomenology. Illustrated by examiniq
experience, learning, sensing and perceiving, and imagination. Prerequisite:
Psych. 519 and Psych. 520.
PSYCH. 522 Techniques of Marketing and Atti1tude Surveys. Second semester.
3 lecture hours. 3 credits. Psychological techniques applies to the measurement
and evaluation of attitudes and opinions of individuals and groups : voters, consumers, majorities and minorities: opinion surveys: development and use of
questionnaires.
PSYCH. 524 Occupational Information and Job Analysis. Both semesters; 3 lee·
ture . hours. 3 credits. A survey of occupations and occupational information for
guidance counselors and employment interviewers. Application of the methods
and techniques in making job analyses and procedures and methods of presentina
occupational information through counseling.
PSYCH. 527 Psychology of the Handicapped. First semester. 3 lecture hours.
3 credits. A survey of the handicapped person, with particular emphasis on the
menially retarded, cripples, cerebral palsied, and hard-of-hearing; extent and
nature of the handicap: psychological and emotional aspects: education and
treatment and rehabilitation.
PSYCH. 528 Mental Hygiene in the Classroom. First semester. 3 lecture
hours. 3 credits. An analysis of common problems that occur in the elementary
school class with a discussion of current theories of learning and psychoanalytic
insights that tend to ameliorate such problems.
PSYCH. 531 Industrial Safety. A one semester course offered each semester.
A comprehensive study of the principles and methods for the control and prevention of accidents adapted to the need of business and industry.
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psycH. 540 Vocational and Educational Guidance. Second semester; 3 lecture
hours. 3 credits. The principles and organization of guidance programs in high
schools and colleges. The roles of aptitudes, interests, training, and abilities.
Duties and qualifications of counselor.
PSYCH. 541 Selection and Classification. Second semester; 3 lecture hours.
3 credits. Study of principles of theory of psychological tests used in industry
for selection and classification such as interviews and personal history will also
be covered.
psycH. 550 Psychology of the Mentally Retarded. Second semester. 3
credits. A detailed psychological analysis is .undertaken of problems involved in
working with mentally retarded, including those related to the criteria of mental
deficiency, classification and diagnosis, psychological testing, casual factors, training and education, interpreting mental deficiency to parents, institutionalization
and professional training for workers in the area.
PSYCH. 551 History of Psychology. Second semester; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits.
Historical data of the development of psychology from the ancient Grecian
period until the present time, presented in the form of history of ideas and
theories; leading personalities in psychology throughout history and their contributions described.
·
PSYCH. 553 Educational Measurements. Second semester; 3 lecture hours. 3
credits. Principles and theory of psychological testing with emphasis on those
group tests used in the school. Interest, aptitude and ability tests are discussed
as to their usefulness and purpose.
PsYCH. 560E Philosophy of Science. First semester; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits.
A study of the philosophical aspect of scientific investigation with emphasis on
the experimental thought and reasoning which are at the root of experimental
procedure.
PSYCH. 601 Advanced General Psychology. Three hours per week. 3 credits.
An extensive study of basic psychological phenomena. Review of central nervous
system, sensation and perception, emotions, stressing the psychobiological approach to human behavior.
PSYCH. 602 Advanced Vocational and Educational Guidance. 3 credits. Historical and contemporary views of guidance. The contribution of counseling
psychology and vocational development theory to guidance. The role of aptitudes,
interests and personality in vocational and educational planning. Techniques of
appraisal and. counseling. Qualification of guidance workers; ethics in guidance.
PSYCH. 603 Advanced Child Psychology. 3 credits. Applications of scientific
methods to the study of the child. Special attention is given to maturation and
learning in early childhood, and to cognitive, social and emotional development
from early childhood to adolescence. Consideration is also given to behavior
theory and theories of personality as they apply to the infant and the child.
PSYCH. 607 Advanced Educational Psychology. 3 credits. Offered alternate
years. Intensive study of principles of psychology as applied to the more complex
problems of the classroom: considers pedagogical philosophies and the relative
effectiveness of various teaching procedures; stresses evaluation and psychological
understanding of pupils by the teacher, and group dynamics in education.
PSYCH. 608 Individual Tests of Intelligence. 3 credits. Individual tests of intelligence; administration, scoring, interpretation, and reporting of the Wechsler
tests including the WISC, and the Stanford-Binet. Other tests related to intellectual functioning and development which are used in clinical analyses are
studied. Prerequisites: Psych. 411, 407 and 409.
PsYcH. 609 Design of Experiments. Every third semester; three lecture hours.
3 credits. Efficient and economical methods in planning of psychological experi-
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ments; multi-variate analysis, covariance; non-parametric tests, orthogonal
nominals; Chi-square with multiple degrees of freedom; generalized tests
significance; design and analysis of samplings. Prerequisites: Psych. 411,
and 409.
PSYCH. 611-612 Rorschach Test. 6 credits. A course design to acquaint the
dent with the history theory, and application of the Rorschach method of
sonality diagnosis. The first semester is devoted primarily to problems of
ministration and scoring of elementary Rorschach protocols. The second sem
deals with problems of interpretation and differential diagnosis in emoti
disorders, with particular emphasis on the value of the Rorschach in the psycho,;
report writing. Prerequisites: Psych. 411, 407 and 409.
PSYCH. 613-614 Personality Assessment. 2 lecture hours, 2 laboratory hours
per week. 3 credits. Personality measures based on "structured" and "unstruo.
tured" tests, including the MMPI, TAT, and Bender-Gestalt. Theoretical foundations of projective testing, case presentations, administration and interpretation,
report wriing. Prerequisites: Psych. 41 I . 407 and 409.
PSYCH. 615 Aphasia. Every third semester; 2 lecture hours, 2 laboratory houra
per week. 3 credits. The history of aphasia traced from its beginning in the 18tll
century to the classical concepts held by the French school (Bouillaud, Broca) in
the early 19th century, the revision made by the British school (J. Hughlinp,
Jackson, Henry Head) and finally, the present state of knowledge reached by
contemporary authors (K. Goldstein); various types of aphasia and their correlation with brain lesions; laws governing genesis and restitution of speech disturbances in brain injury persons; theoretical discussion and practical presentation of cases.
PSYCH. 616 Psychopathology . Second semester. 2 credits. An outline of the
principal dynamic features of behavior; description of pathological changes in
behavior; pathology in functional and organic nervous and mental diseases; discussion of current trends in treatment of mental disorders; presentation of clinical
cases.
PSYCH. 617 Seminar in Neuropsychology . Alternate years. 3 credits. A
seminar designed to consider the relationship between the anatomy and physiology
of the central nervous system and human behavior. The first part will be devoted
to extensive study of the nervous system. The remainder of the semester will be
devoted to observations and discussion of neurologically damaged patients at the
Medical College of Virginia, the Veterans Administration Hospital and other
local medical facilities. Some lectures by neurologists. Video tape will be used
in presenting some cases. By permission of instructor only.
PSYCH. 618 Seminar in Personality Theory. Deals with detailed investigation
of various items of personality theory. It is organized to provide opportunity for
students to engage in a wide variety of readings. The course content is organized
around major contemporary problems, such as: motivation, stability and endur·
ance of basic personality traits. Prerequisites : Graduate level abnormal psychology, and elementary personality theory.
PSYCH. 623 Theories of Counseling and Psychotherapy. First semester; 2 sessions per week. 3 credits. Exploration of major trends in psychotherapeutic
techniques and current research. Principles of therapy applied to personal, social,
vocational and educational problems. Prerequisite : Consent of instructor.
PSYCH. 624 Psychoanalytic Theory . Offered in alternate years. 3 lecture houn.
3 credits. General historical introduction to Psychoanalytic Theory from Freud
through Adler, Jung, Rank, Sullivan, Fromm, Fenichel, Horney, and Alexander.
Their respective contributions to psychological theory are studied. Suggested prerequisites: Psych. 514 and/or Psych. 516.
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PSYCH. 635-636 Psychology Practicum. 3 credits. The advanced graduate student is placed in an agency or institution appropriate to his field of specialization.
Thus, those students majoring in clinical psychology are placed in a mental hospital to gain clinical experience with emotionally or mentally disturbed patients
and engage in staff conferences in the firm of team-work between the psychiatrist,
psychologist and social worker; those students in industrial psychology are placed
in an industrial setting, etc. All practicum work is performed under the supervision of qualified psychologists and agency leaders, plus the active supervision
of a faculty member.
PsYCH. 675 Professional Problems. One lecture hour each week. 1 credit. A
discussion of some of the current problems of interest to psychologists with particular emphasis on problems of graduate students.
PSYCH. 677-678 Internship. 2-6 credits. Through cooperation with hospitals,
clinics and various community and industrial agencies, internships ranging up to
one year may be arranged. Internships provide stipends and require full-time
participation including attendance of seminars at the institutions. A list of approved internships is available. Only students who have fulfilled their residence
requirements are eligible.
PSYCH. 701-702 M.S. Thesis. 6 credits. A written thesis is a requirement for
the degree as described. Detailed procedures concerning presentation and approval of the dissertation are available to each student after he passes his
qualifying comprehensive examination. To obtain thesis credit, the candidate must
secure the approval of his dissertation by a faculty committee and the Director
of the School, and also pass a thesis examination.
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The School of Rehabilitation Counseling in the Virginia Commonwe
University was established in 1955 to provide Graduate Training
Rehabilitation Counseling.
The graduate program in Rehabilitation Counseling prepares pros
tive rehabilitation counselors for employment in the State-Federal y,
cational Rehabilitation Programs, public and private agencies, hospi
clinics, rehabilitation centers, tuberculosis sanatoria, sheltered wo
shops, adjustment centers, public welfare agencies, and other agen ·
serving handicapped individuals. It also provides advanced training ~
persons presently employed in agencies and facilities providing servi
for the handicapped.
Emphasis is placed on professional and technical training in develop·
skills and knowledge necessary for effective rehabilitation counse ·
and placement of the handicapped. The variety of activities perform
by rehabilitation counselors necessitates a program highly diversified ·
character. In addition to the development of a broad understanding
human behavior, emphasis is placed upon techniques of vocatio
appraisal and adjustment, individual counseling, interprofessional r
tions, and use of community resources in facilitating rehabilitation of
the handicapped.
The graduate program of study leads to the degree of Master of Science
in Rehabilitation Counseling. A limited number of Federal stipe
are available to qualified students.
Because certain students working toward the degree of Master of Science.
in Rehabilitation Counseling are enrolled in an innovative program
which requires them to spend every other weekend on campus durin&
the regular academic year in order to earn 9 hours of graduate credit,
students will be unable to meet the graduate residency requirement by
completing 12 hours in a calendar year; it is therefore understood that
the residency requirements for these students shall consist of the com·
pletion of 9 graduate hours in two academic semesters.
The School of Rehabilitation Counseling issues a separate catalog de·
scribing the program in full. Requests for copies should be sent
directly to the Director of Graduate Studies, School of Rehabilitation
Counseling, Virginia Commonwealth University.
COURSE DESCRIPTION
R.C. 525 Introduction to Rehabilitation. 3 credits. Designed to give the stu,.,
dent a comprehensive overview of the rehabilitation process, this course consi
historical and legal aspects of rehabilitation, incidence of disability, the client
study process, and professional problems. Special attention is devoted to JOo
habilitation counseling as a profession and to the rehabilitation counselor as a
professional person.
R.C. 533 Directed Readings in Rehabilitation. 3 credits. For students wbd
need strengthening in one of the core areas of rehabilitation counseling, i.e.,
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educational, medical, psychological, social, or vocational areas. With the assistance and supervision of a faculty member, the student undertakes a survey
research project involving extensive use of library facilities. A concentration
of work in the students own individual areas of need is required. The study
experience must ,be synthesized in a paper, and a written or oral examination
before a faculty committee must be passed.
R.C. 539 Current Problems in Rehabilitation. 3 credits. A study of developments and implications resulting from rehabilitation research and demonstration
activities. Agency problems related to staff improvement and expansion of
rehabilitation services and facilities will also be considered as well as reviews of
specific disability problems and trends in rehabilitation.
R.C. 559 A survey of Rehabilitation of the Blind and Visually Handicapped.
3 credits. The purpose of this course is to acquaint the student, rehabilitation
counselors, and other personnel working in related areas as to problems encountered in the rehabilitation of blind and partially sighted persons.
R.C. 605 History and Philosophy of Rehabilitation. 3 credits. Provides an
orientation to the rehabilitation process, including a survey of historical development, principles, philosophy, disability, needs of the handicapped, legal aspects
of rehabilitation, and related programs of services to handicapped individuals.
Emphasis is placed on rehabilitation as a concept of integrated service; understanding of objectives and the organizational bases for rehabilitation programs.
R.C. 607 Community Resources. 3 credits. This course emphasizes the means
by which the community uses its resources and services to meet the needs of
the handicapped. It provides for study and discussion of the nature and organization of community resources as they relate to rehabilitation; availability
of community resources through public and private agencies and facilities including employment potentials; problems in the development and utilization of
community resources; observational visits to key agencies; lectures by representatives of various rehabilitation programs.
R.C. 611 Principles, Methods, and Techniques in Rehabilitation Counseling.
3 credits. Designed to acquaint students with principles, methods, and techniques which are utilized in rehabilitation counseling. Counseling, as applied
to various personalities and under varying situations, is discussed. Laboratory
practice in counseling is provided.
R.C. 612 Principles, Methods, and Techniques in Rehabilitation. 3 credits.
This course is designed to acquaint students with principles, methods, and techniques in rehabilitation as they are applied throughout the rehabilitation process.
This course includes techniques and methods of case finding; medical, psychosocial and vocational evaluation; the rehabilitation diagnosis; the determination
of financial need; provision of case services; placement, follow-up, and case
recording.
R.C. 623 Occupational Information, Job Analysis, and Placement. 3 credits.
Requires two lecture hours and two laboratory hours per week. It provides an
orientation to occupations and occupational information for rehabilitation
counselors; study of the literature on occupations and occupational information;
writing of job analyses; visits to selected business and industrial establishments
employing handicapped persons, job analyses related to the employment of handicapped individuals.
R.C. 625 Measurement and Evaluation in Rehabilitation. 3 credits. This
c.ourse requires two lecture hours and two laboratory hours per week. Consideration will be given to the selection of tests for rehabilitation clients; the determination of need for testing, administering and interpreting tests; adaptation of
te~ts to special disability groups; suggestioas for the integraion of test results
With the overall rehabilitation diagnosis; the establishment of local norms for
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tests to special disability groups; suggestions for the integration of test resuita
to client. Tests of achievement, aptitude, intelligence, interest, and personality
will be critically examined. Laboratory fee $4.00. (Comparable to Psychology
511.)
R.C. 633 Rehabilitation Case Studies. 3 credits. Provides for critical analyaea
of representative rehabilitation cases. Rehabilitation case records are utilized 18
a basis for presenting an understanding of the handicapped client and hia
problems; the rehabilitation casework processes; diagnoses and the provision of
services.
R.C. 637 Introduction to Field Experience for Rehabilitation Counse/or1.
3 credits. This course provides for concurrent field experience. It is designed for
students who have not had any training or experience in counseling the haruli.
capped.
R.C. 638 Practicum in Rehabilitation Counseling. 3 credits. This course pro.
vides for actual experience in Rehabilitation Counselor Activities, with emphasis on placement techniques-including itinerary planning, plant surveys, job.
analysis, placement, and follow-up.
R.C. 640-641 Medical Information Jot Rehabilitation Counselors. 3-6 credits.
Year course, three credits per semester. This course provides medical information
for rehabilitation counselors and introduces students to medical terminology.
It provides knowledge of the etiology, prognosis, methods of treatment, effects of
disabling conditions, and implications for the rehabilitation counselor. Physiciancounselor relationships are emphasized as is the interpretation of medical reports. (This course is offered in cooperation with the Department of Physical
Medicine and Rehabilitation, Medic~l College of Virginia.)
R.C. 642 Psychiatric Information for Rehabilitaiion Counselors. 3 credits. Thia
course provides psychiatric information for rehabilitation counselors so that they
may have an understanding of disabling psychiatric conditions as well as the
emotional aspects of physical disabilities. It deals with impairments of a mental
origin including mental retardation, behavioral disorders, neuroses and psychosa,
both organic ~d functional, as well as convulsive disorders. Emphasis is
placed on physical, emotional, and social factors which contribute to the
various mental illnesses.
R.C. 654 Seminar in Special Problems in Rehabilitating the Handicapp«I.
3 credits. This course is presented in a series of units. Each unit places emphasis
on a special disability group such as paraplegic, deaf and hard of hearina.
alcoholic, epileptic, cerebral palsied, cardiac, blind, mentally retarded, mentally
ill, etc. The incidence and nature of disabilities, psychological factors, vocational
problems, and specialized treatment and placement facilities required and techniques of team approach; use of rehabilitation centers and specialized facilitiel,
and use of consultants.
R.C. 655-656 Seminar in Rehabilitation. 3-6 credits. Current trends, prob)ellll,
and developments in rehabilitation are discussed. Students pursue a special inte·rest area and share information and experience mutually with the group.
Lectures, reports, and group discussions are utilized.
R.C. 657-658 Seminar in Audiology in Rehabilitation. 3 credits. This cOUlll
provides an orientation to audiology as it applies to the rehabilitation proc:e&
It includes history of the education of the deaf and hard of hearing, methods of
instruction, diagnostic testing and evaluation, and special lectures pertaining IO
rehabilitation of the acoustically disabled, and problems confronted by the
counselor or teacher in providing adequate services to this disability group.
R.C. 666-667 Supervised Clinical Practice. 8 credits. Both semesters aad
summer; block assignment. Practical learning by observing and doing. Gives the
trainee many opportunities for the application of theory in the practice of re.
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babilitation counseling and case management in a rehabilitation setting. It is
provided under the general direction and supervision of the School and the direct
supervision of a qualified person within the agency or facility to discuss client's
problems and possible solution.
R.C. 672 Research in Rehabilitation. 3-6 credits. The student undertakes a
research project with the assistance of a faculty member. He is required to write
a paper and pass an examination in order to receive credit.
R.C. 681-689 Institutes and Workshops. Length of time and number of credits
are announced previous to each institute or workshop. Orientation institutes and
other short-term training programs are offered for rehabilitation counselors
newly recruited to the rehabilitation field and for the further professional development of those already employed. Content will vary according to the aims
of the institutes or workshops.
PSYCH. 503-504 Speech Correction. 3-6 credits. Year course; three hours per
week.
PsYCH. 507
Abnormal Psychology. 3 credits.
PsYcH. 509 Psychology of Personality . 3 credits. First semester; three hours
per week.
PsYCH. 511 Survey of Psychological Teus. 3 credits. Two lecture hours; two
laboratory hours per week.
PSYCH. 524 Occupational Information ·and Job Analysis. 3 credits. Two lecture
hours; two laboratory hours per week.
PSYCH. 527 Psychology of the Handicapped. 3 credits.
PSYCH. 550 Psychology of the Mentally Retarded. 3 credits.
PSYCH. 608 Individual Tests of Intelligence. 3 credits. Two lecture hours; two
laboratory hours per week.
PSYCH. 615 Aphasia. 3 credits.
PSYCH. 623
Counseling and Psychotherapy . 3 credits.
Eouc. 531

Survey of Special Education . 3 credits.

Eo./PSYCH.

550

Characteristics of the Mentally Retarded. 3 credits.

Eouc. 662 Research in Special Education (Independent Study) . 3 credits.
G.S. 660 Methods of Research. 3 credits.
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Accreditation
The Richmond School of Social Work of Virginia Commonwealth UllM
versity was established in 1917. It is the oldest school of its kind in tbi(;
South, and it was a charter member of the American Association of
Schools of Social Work until the Council on Social Work Educatiolt
absorbed the Association in July, 1952. The School at that time became a constituent charter member of the Council and is accredited by
the Council on Social Work Education, the authorized professionat
accrediting body for graduate social work education.
The Educational Ptogram
The School offers a two-year graduate professional curriculum for social
work, leading to the degree of Master of Social Work. The program
prepares students for practice in many different kinds of agencies; concentrations are available in social casework, social group work, or
community organization-social Planning.
The overall objectives of this program are to enable students to become
social workers with ability to meet the needs of clients in a way that
fosters maximum self-actualization, to participate in promoting the kind
of society that fosters such self-realization, and to examine critically
social work practice and the provision of social services with dedication
to the people and purposes that social workers serve.
Social work education at this Sch.ool is highly individualized and is
characterized by a close connection between faculty and student. The
Faculty helps the student learn the form and method of social wort
practice as he is encouraged to discover his own, unique style of helping.
The combination of classroom and concurrent field work experiences
facilitates integration of knowledge, attitudes, and skills neessary for
professional practice. To enable the student to develop professional
competence and skill, the integrated class and field work curriculum
offers opportunities to acquire a substantial basic knowledge in the
methods of social work practice, the patterns of individual, group and
community behavior as they interact with each other and the social
milieu, the development, organization and operation of social welfare
programs and policies, and the methods of scientific inquiry in social
work.
All students in the Richmond School of Social Work have the same
basic program, which includes two years of field instruction as part rA
a progressively more advanced curriculum over the four semester period.
The area of the student's concentration determines the nature of his
advanced method courses and his field work assignments.
This School is committed to the education of social workers who have
a reliable beginning skill in one of the methods of direct social work
service, with kno~ledge about other methods; at the same time, the
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graduate is expected to have knowledge of and commitment to the
evolution of sound social policy.
A work-study program is available to persons employed in social work
and who meet regular admission criteria. This plan makes it possible
to complete the first year program over a two-year span with classroom
attendance limited to one day a week.
The Richmond School of Social Work issues a separate catalogue describing the program in full. A copy of this catalogue will be sent on
request to the Director of Admissions, School of Social Work, 326
North Harrison Street, Richmond, Virginia.
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
s.W 601 Social Casework I. 2 credits. A basic course, required of all students, regardless of concentration. The course provides an introduction to the
principles and methods of social casework, emphasizing the professional philosophy and value commitment required of the caseworker. An overview of
both generic and specific elements of casework is presented. The course consid~rs the setting in which casework is practiced, the creation and use of a
purposeful relationship, methods of clarification of the client's problems and the
agency's services, mutual assessment of the client in his situation and mutual
goal-setting. The historical development of social casework as a method is
studied.
S.W. 602 Social Casework JI. 2 credits. A more intensive examination of
social casework as a method of helping. This course emphasizes the worker's
conscious use of self in a professionally helpful way as he uses agency purpose
and services as the vehicle through which help is given. Particular attention is
given to methods of helping the client to partialize and to focus. Processes of
referral, transfers, and termination are studied.
S.W. 603 Social Casework Ill. 2 credits. Provides for a more intensive examination of the role of the worker in using the methods of casework practice to
meet individual and family needs. Particular emphasis is given to the methods
of family casework and the concept of diversified "schools" of family casework
theory. Concepts and principles of social casework are examined for their
relevance for various fields of practice. Recorded material from student's field
experience as well as from other sources are used in class.
S.W. 604 Social Casework IV. 2 credits. There is continued study of basic
casework processes. The practice implications of various theories are examined.
S.W. 611 Social Group Work I. 2 credits. A basic, required course for all
students, regardless of concentration, given in the fall semester for first year
students. The course provides an introduction to the objectives and principles
of social group work practice. It considers the various aspects of group life,
including the purposes, forms and content of group experiences; the meanings of
those experiences for the group as a whole and for the individual members; and
the group worker's conscious use of self in facilitating the process of group and
individual development.
S.W. 612 Social Group Work JI. 2 credits. An intensive examination of the
group operational patterns and processes and of the worker's role in enabling
the group to achieve its purposes. Includes an analysis of the processes of group
formation, group goal-achieving, group relationships, group development and
group termination. Also, use of basic program media in relation to group
Purposes. Rec orded material from student's field experience will be used in
class.
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S.W. 613 Social Group Work Ill. 2 credits. Focus on the relation of
individual member to the group as a whole, to other members and to the wor
and on the role of the worker in helping individuals use these relations in wa
that help them meet development needs or special problems in social function·
Use of additional program media, such as role-play, socio-drama, and vario
types of discussion methods is studied. Recorded material from student's fie
experience wil be used in class.
S.W. 614 Social Group Work IV. 2 credits. Focus on deepening skill of
worker in handling more complex and more diversified group and individu
situations. Will include an examination of the supervisory process in group wo
dealing with both individual and group supervision of untrained group lea
such as volunteers or house-parents. Recorded material from student's field el:·
perience will be used in class.
S.W. 615 Group Methods for Caseworkers. 2 credits. An elective for second-;;;
year casework students. Designed to strengthen the understanding of the Clleii
work student of various group approaches with special emphasis on the gro
counseling method, to examine the uses of group methods in a variety Cl(?
settings, and to look at some current issues in practice.
S.W. 621 Communi'ty Organization-Social Pla11ning. 2 credits. This course ii'
for first year casework and group work students. It provides an overview of
community organization as a social work method. Major topics include: the
development of community organization-social planning as a social wort
method, the community as social environment, theories of community organization, the community power structure, community organization in the neighbor.
hood, social planning agencies in the social welfare system, community or.;
ganization in the direct service agency and strategies for social change.
S.W. 625 Methods of Social Action. 2 credits. An elective course for second
year students. An examination of a variety of social action processes currently
employed by groups and individuals seeking change. Particular attention will be
paid to issues and organizations relevant to social work practice. Analysis wiB
be directed toward the elements which go into social action episodes: namely, the
kind of ·organization seeking change-its membership, its organizational goals
and its quality and availability of social welfare services; the target or goal of
change e.g. welfare service systems, legislative bodies, courts, etc., and the
choice of method used to bring about changes e.g., political influence, public
pressure, legal intervention, education.
S.W. 631 Social Agency Administratio11. 2 credits. A required course for
second-year students to prepare them to function as staff members in a social
agency and as effective participants in the administrative process and for potential roles as an executive. The student's field placement in all methods of concentration provides a laboratory for the course in offering opportunity for the
systematic study of a social welfare organization and the way in which adminfl.
tration facilitates the achievement of the agency's goals. The course is divide4
into units on organizational analysis, the planning process, the development of
policy, programming decision-making, and management. Instructional methodai
include assigned and voluntary reading, lecture-discussion, oral reports, ancl
preparation of papers.
S.W. 636 Supervision. 2 credits. An elective course for second year students;
It aims to lay the ground work for the development of professional compete
in supervisory practice through an understanding of the essential knowledtl
of the task components and responsibilities in supervision and the perspecti
methods, attitudes, skills, techniques and tools significant to accomplishing
task.
S.W. 682 Social Work Practice in Me11tal Health and Psychiatric Settings.
credits. An elective course for second-year students. Emphasis is placed on the
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role of the social workers as a member of the inter-disciplinary team serving
in psychiatric and other programs concerning community mental health. Teaching materials in social casework and social group work will be analyzed as
methods of direct practice to patients and their families. Theories and examples
of community organization, educative counselling and consultation will be
presented.
s.W. 641 Concepts and Methods of Social Work Research. 2 credits. The
course covers the basic aims and processes of social research as a method in
social work, with particular reference to the history and function of social
work research, identification and formulation of problems, study design, data
collection, presentation of findings, and utilization of research in methods of
social work practice. Consideration will also be given to selected techniques of
research, such as review of literature, questionnaire and schedule construction,
interviewing, sampling, scaling, small group studies, agency studies, and community surveys. The applicability of research to social work problems and
issues will be emphasized.
S.W. 642 Social Work Research Seminar I. 1 credit. Through group discussions as well as individual and small group tutorials, students acquire skill in
formulating tractable problems for research and in planning and executing
studies in areas of professional concern. Group sessions focus primarily on the
critkal examination of general principles in research planning. The tutorials are
primarily designed to aid the students in the specific areas of their master theses.
S.W. 643 Social Work Research Seminar II. 1 credit. Continuation of S.W.
642, with major emphasis un research problems arising in the course of thesis
development. This course also includes a number of general sessions, open to
faculty and field instructors, where students formally present their completed
theses. Attention is given to current issues in social work susceptible of research
treatment, to the connection between research and other social work methods,
and other social work methods, and to issues involved in the utilization of
research in social work practice and planning.
S.W. 651 Human Behavior and the Social Environment I. 3 credits.
S.W. 652 Human Behavior and the Social Environment II. 3 credits. These
courses are designed to present a picture of the normal growth and development
of the individual from conception to death; to offer knowledge influencing
these; and to examine the development and the selection of adaption to problems in living. The sequence is further designed to engage students in understanding the factors in growth and development which contribute to satisfactory social functioning and self-realization.
S.W. 653 Human Behavior and the Social Environment Ill. 2 credits.
S.W. 654 Human Behavior and the Social Environment JV. 2 credits. These
courses are designed to present a conceptual approach to the understanding
of deviations and maladaptations in social functioning, to promote an understanding of developmental hazards and their effects on social dysfunctioning,
and to acquaint students with knowledge of approaches to the evaluation of
social functioning.
S.W. 661 The Organizational Basis of Social Welfare Policy and Services. 2
credits. Almost all social work takes place in some agency or institutional
setting. This course intends to facilitate .a student's understanding of his agency
and of a,gencies ;.n general to the end that he may use his agency for effective
helping. Since an agency functions as a total institution or limited service
s.ys~em, it is essential that the student secure insight about the potentials and
hm1ts of the agency, understanding of the structural organization as a determinant
0.f the helping process, recognition of the significance of staff relations, perception of what it means to be a client in a total institution or limited service
5Ystem, and to sharpen perception of policy formation within the agency.
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S.W. 662 The Development of Social Welfare Policies and lnstitutioiu
credits. This course will concern itself with the creation, expansion, and · •
tionalization of social welfare policies and programs. It deals with the cha
of and response to historical conditions and events which represent the
text for the inauguration of public and private social welfare policies and
grams. These constitute the historical traditions of which social work is a
part and which social work carries on today. The contributions of the
pioneers in social welfare will be reviewed to secure insights into the innovlllili
they proposed and developments they carried out. A student can see
tinuities with the past and the place of social work in the stream of history, S.W. 663 Current Problems and Policy Formation. 2 credits. Certain con._
porary issues will be subjected to detailed analysis as to conditions, causat1aii9,
policy formation, current programs, impact on conditions, and revaluaticJl!t
Problems examined may vary from year to year, though issues such as hollllls
poverty, health, crime, and delinquency in their institutional context may ..
continued to be reviewed. The emphasis will be on the adequacy of pro&n11111,
emerging programs, and policies relative to the issues under examination. 'Ile
student thus should develop a firmer and sharper grasp of the nature of po1q
formation.
S.W. 664 Perspectives on Social Welfare Policy Formation. 2 credits. Polic:iel
and the delivery of service take place in a variety of contexts, each shapina
the policy and the service. The contexts examined in this course involve: a vab
context; a legal context; a political context. As decisions and policies n
relative to values, consideration will be given to value systems and value cluliel
as manifested in social controversy, public discussion, and moven:ients manifestlJll
the symptoms of social unrest. Values are linked to the issue of legal entitlemea1
and rights, and the political process creating public policy and instruments. Tiie
relationships between values and power is explored in policy creation and implementation.
FIELD INSTRUCTION
S.W.
S.W.
S.W.
S.W.
S.W.

Ser.
Ser.
Ser.

671. Field Work I
672. Field Work II
673 . Field Work III
674. Field Work IV
675. Block Field Work
(for first year work-study students)

Ser.
. IOer.

Field instruction is offered in a variety of social agencies and institutions
using one of the direct methods of social work practice in offering ill
services. The area of the student's concentration, his interests and bil
learning needs determine his field work assignments. The student ii
assigned to two different field work agencies during the two years rl
graduate education.
Field instruction enables the student, through being an accountable
representative of a social agency, to learn the knowledge, attitudes and
skills necessary for responsible entry into the profession. Educational
focus is on the active use of what the student is learning in all conteal
areas of the curriculum, the acquisition of knowledge and understandial
growing from field experiences and the examination of differences and
agreements between what the student is learning in the classroom and
what he experiences in the field .
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Integration of class and field learnings is reinforced by the faculty
advisor's consultation with field instructors and students.
SW· 701-702 Thesis. 2 credits. Required of all second-year students, the
¢ter's thesis constitutes a carefully planned and executed research undertaking.
Students choose research topics of present relevance and may plan an individual
or group project. Each student is expected to devote approximately eight hours
a week to thesis work. (Accompanies S.W. 642 and S.W. 643) .
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Applicants for Graduate study must present a mm1mum of thirty
mester hours of undergraduate work in the social sciences of
eighteen hours must be in sociology. .
The requirements for the Master's degree are thirty hours of
work plus six credit hours for a thesis. Each student's progr8.lll
planned individually with his advisor, except for the thesis which,
addition, will be subject to the approval of the entire graduate f
Each student must include in his program the Seminar in Sociol
Theory, Advanced Statistical Methods, and Advanced Methods of
Research.
Graduate students in the Department may also take any courses f4*
which they qualify in any department of the School of Arts and Scienc:eL
In addition, they may be permitted to take various courses in ce
of the professional schools of the University.
Each student will be required to submit a professional paper suitable q
publication at the conclusion of his course work. In addition, grad
students will participate in a series of informal presentations and Sd
nars by the Department's faculty and by sociologists from other colleaea
and universities.
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
Soc. 508 Social Movem ents. 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. The basic theory of
social movements is presented and then tested against a number of actual mow-..
ments past and present. Liberalism, conservatism, socialism, and communism are.
given special attention.
Soc. 545 Medical Sociology. 3 lecture hours: 3 credits. A survey of tbe
social, economic, cultural and social psychological factors in health and illnea,
the sociology of health and medical care organizations and settings, the sociology of health occupations, and the techniques of research in medical socioloa.
Soc. 547 The Sociology of W elfare Institutions. 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. The
application of sociological concepts to the problems of welfare organizatiom;
the historical and societal context of welfare; welfare organization in the community; goals; internal organizations; and client relations.
Soc. 601 Advanced Methods of Social Research. 3 credits. Prerequisites:
Soc. 416 and Soc. 420 or equivalent. Research as a systematic process involviq
formulation of the problem, design of the research, field operation, the procesaing and analysis of data, and preparation of the research report. Also considered are critical analyses of current methods, administration of research projects, and the significance of research to social action.
Soc. 602 Seminar in Sociological Theory . 3 credits. Prerequisite: Soc. 401 and
402 or equivalent.
Soc. 603

Seminar in Population Studies. 3 credits.

Soc. 604 Seminar in Industrial S ociology . 3 credits. Significant trends in industrialization and its impact on society, especially in the United States.
Soc. 605 The Sociology of Occupations. 3 credits. Study of the componenll
of occupational systems (recruitment, education, career patterns, etc.) an~
the impact of industry, bureaucracy, science and technology on occupatiosystems. Also includes analysis of major occupational roles.

_':1
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607

Seminar in Minority Group Relations. 3 credits. Accommodation
of racial, religious and ethnic minority groups in relation to
:e dominant culture.
SOC 608 Advanced Statistical Methods. 3 credits. Prerequisite: Soc. 416 and
420 or equivalent.
SOC 609 Seminar in the Family. 3 credits. Analysis of contemporary family
rte ·with an emphasis on the influence of social change. Consideration of cur~nt family crises and problems.
soc. 611 Studies in the Community. 3 credits. The organization of the community with emphasis on major trends in urban development and growth. The
·nterdependence of political, social and economic geographic units. The need
~or cooperative planning and control.
soc. 612 Seminar in the Sociology of Deviant Behavior. 3 credits. The nature
and functions of deviance. Theories and problems of social control.

so:;· assimilation

Soe:

soc.

613 Seminar in Social Organization and Stratification. 3 credits. A study
of the formal organization of society with particular emphasis on social stratification.
soc. 614 Seminar in the Sociology of Education. 3 credits. A sociological
analysis of education as a social institution.

soc.
soc.

615 Seminar in Mass Communications. 3 credits.

616-617 Independent Study and Readings. 1-3 credits per semester. Prerequisite : consent of instructor and the graduate faculty.

Soc. 620 Seminar on the Sociology of Law. 3 credits. Students will have the
opportunity to study sociological research on social problems which have been
controlled by Jaw court decisions and to evaluate the decisions of the courts by
studying the behavioral evaluation of the law, morals and ethics involved in
the cases. Preliminary to the above work will be a study of Sociological
Jurisprudence to give the students a better understanding of the nature and
function of Jaw as a subject to study and as a method of social control.

Soc. 701-702

Thesis. 6 credits.
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BARBER, ALICE ( 1964)
Associate Professor of Social Wort
B.A., Southeastern Louisiana College; M.S.W., Tulane University.
BARNES, PAULINE E. ( 1966)
Assistant Professor of Social Wort
B.A., Longwood College; M.S.W., University of North Carolina.
BEYNON, ALVIN ( 1968)
Assistant Professor of Social Won
A.B., Miami University; M.S.W., University of Pennsylvania.
BINFORD, JosEPH A. ( 1968)
Assistant Professor of Distributive Education
B.A., University of Richmond ; M.S., Richmond Professional Institute.
BONDS, MAURICE ( 1942)
Professor of Art Hist017
B.F.A., Richmond Professional Institute; M.A., Colu~bia University;
Art Students League of New York ( 1 year) ; American University,
Shrivenham, England ( 1 semester) .
BRIGGS, FRANCES M. ( 1966)
Associate Professor of English/ Education
A.B., Duke University; M.A., George Peabody College; Ph.D., University of North Carolina.
BROPHY, ALFRED ( 1959)
Associate Professor of Psychology
A.B., Harvard College; A.M., Ph.D ., Columbia University.
BROPHY, ALFRED ( 1959)
Associate Professor of Psychology
A .B., Harvard College; A.M., Ph.D., Columbia University.
BROWN, I. DOUGLASS ( 1966)
Professor of Sociology and Social We/fan
A.B., Butler University; M.A., University of Wisconsin; Ed.D., Indiana
University.
BURGART, HERBERT J . (1966)

Professor of Art and Dean
of the School of Art
B.A., Long Beach State College (California); M.Ed., D.Ed., Pennsylvania State University.

BUTLER, JOEL ( 1968)

Professor of Psycho/OD
and Director of Clinical Traininl
A.A., College of San Mateo; B.A., M.S., San Francisco State College;
Ph.D., Louisiana State University.

Instructor of Arts and CrafU
BuTZ, RICHARD A. (1966)
B.F.A., Wittenberg University; M.F .A ., State University of New Yorl
at Alfred.

CAMPBELL, JEWETT ( 1947)
Associate Professor of Communications Arts
New York Art Students' League; Skowhegan School of Painting and
Sculpture; Hans Hofmann School of Art.
CARLYON, RICHARD N . ( 1960)
Assistant Professor of Communication Arts
B.F.A., M .F.A., Richmond Professional Institute.
CARTER, Roy M. (1965)
Assistant Professor of Dramatic Art
B.F.A., M.F.A., Richmond Professional Institute.
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CttWOROWSKY, MARTIN P. ( 1966)
Professor of Social Science
A.B., Harvard University; L.L.B., Harvard University Law School;
A.M., Ph.D., University of Pittsburg.
CLEARFIELD, SIDNEY M. (1967)
Assistant Professor of Social Work
B.S., Temple University; M.S.W., Universit)' of Pennsylvania.
CULL, JOHN G ., JR. ( 1966)
Associate Professor of Rehabilitation
Counseling
B.S., M.Ed., Texas A . and M. University; Ph.D., Texas Technological
College.
DAHLKE, H. OTTO ( 1966)
Professor of Social Work
B.A., M.A., University of Illinois; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin; 3rd
Year Certificate in Social Work, University of Pennsylvania.
DrANA, LEWIS ( 1968)
Professor of Social Welfare
A.B., Harvard University; M.S., Ph.D., University of Pittsburg.

Assistant Professor and Coordinator
of Graduate Study, Occupational Therapy
A.B., M.A., University of Missouri; Certificate in Occupational
Therapy, Washington University (St. Louis).

DUNDON, H . DWYER ( 1966)

Associate Professor of Crafts
and Head of Department
B.S., University of New York at Buffalo; Diploma' in Art Education,
Pratt Institute; Diploma in Design, Vesper George School of Art.

EASTMAN, ALLAN A. ( 1950)

ELY, VIVIEN KING ( 1962)
Assistant Professor of Distributive Education
B.S., East Tennessee State College; M .S., Richmond Professional Institute.
EUBANK, MARJORIE (1968)

Assistant Professor of Dramatic Art
and Speech
B.A., M.A., Ph.D., University of Michigan.

FALLEN, NANCY H. (1967)
Assistant Professor of Special Education
B.S., Mary Washington College; M .Ed., College of William and Mary.

Professor of Education
and Dean of the School of Education
B.A., University of Richmond; M.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute;
Ed.D., Columbia University.

FLESHOOD, ARNOLD p. ( 1965)

FLEMING, ROBERTS. ( 1968)
Professor of Education
A.B., East Carolina; M.A., George Peabody; Ed.D., New York University.
FLOWERS, V. ANNE ( 1968)
Professor of Elementary Education
B.A., Florida State University; M.Ed., Auburn University; Ed.D.,
Duke University.
FREASIER, BARNEY R., JR. ( 1967)
Assistant Professor of AccountinR
B.S., University of Richmond, M.S., Richmond Professional Institute.
FREED, DAVID C. (1966)
Instructor of Graphics
B.F.A., Miami University (Ohio) ; M.F.A., University of Iowa; Royal
College of Art, London (1 year).
FULBRIGHT, EVELYN R. ( 1968)

Professor of Education and
Head of Elementary Education
A.B., M.A., Marshall University; Ed.D., Duke University.
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GELIN, BEN AMI (1966)
Assistant Professor of Social w
B.A., University of Buenos Aires, Argentina; M.S.W., and Advan:
Certificate in Social Work Research, University of Pennsylvania.
GERVIN, SPENCER R. ( 1968)
Associate Professor of EconomiQ
B.S., East Tennessee University; A.M., Ph.D., Duke University.
GOLD, HILDA (1958)
Assistant Professor of Social Wort
A.B., Douglass College; Diploma, New York School of Social Work.
GOLDEN, JOSEPH (1967)
Professor of Social Worl
B.A., M.A., Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania.
GROSS, DELLVINA M. ( 1968)
Assistant Professor of Occupational Therapy
B.A., College of Saint Catherines; M.A., West Michigan University.
HALL, A. LEE ( 1954, 1963)
Assistant Professor of Busi~,,
B.S., M.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute.
HARDY, DOROTHY H. ( 1961)
Instructor of Interior Design
Certificate in Interior Design, Richmond Professional Institute.
HARDY, RICHARD ( 1968)
Associate Professor of Rehabilitation Counseling
B.S., Virginia Polytechnical Institute; M.S., Richmond Professional Institute; Ed.D., University of Maryland .
HARRIS, GRACE ( 1967)
Assistant Professor of Social Worl
B.S., Hampton Institute; M .S.S.W., Richmond Professional Institute.
HAWKES, GLENN ( 1968)
Professor of Psychology
B.A., M.A., Ph.D., University of Virginia.
HAYMES, HARMON H . ( 1968)
Professor of Economici
B.A., Lynchburg College; M.A., Ph.D., University of Virginia.
HELFGOTT, MYRON ( 1968)
Assistant Professor of Fine Am
B.A., M.F.A., Southern Illinois University.
HESTER, ROBERT F. ( 1953)
Professor of Interior Design
and Head of Department
B.S., Wake Forest College; Diploma, Parsons School of Design; M.A.,
Cornel University.
HINTER-REITER, GILDA ( 1967)
Associate Professor of Art History
B.A., Sir George Williams University; M.Ed ., Pennsylvania State University.
HODGES, RAYMOND (1940)
Professor of Dramatic Art and Speeclt
and Head of Department
B.S., State College, Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania; M.A., Teachers College,
Columbia University.
HUNT, EUGENE G. (1968)
Associate Professor of General Business
and Management
B.S., M.S., Richmond Professional Institute; Ed.D., University of Maryland.
HUTCHINSON, JOHN D ., IV ( 1967)
Assistant Professor o/
Rehabilitation Counselinl
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute; M.S., Richmond Professional Insti·
tute.
HYNSON, PRISCILLA c. (1967)
Assistant Professor of Art Education
B.S., East Carolina College; M.A., George Peabody College.
IN GRAM, MARVIN L. ( 1949)
Professor of Econo'."icS
B.A., University of North Carolina; M .A., Ed.D., New York Umver·
sity.
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JENNINGS, GEORGE W .. (19~6)
Associate Professor of Economics
A.B., Emory Umvers1ty; M.A., University of Georgia; Ph.D., University of Virginia.
JoHNSON, Lucrn ( 1967)
Assistant Professor of Social Work
A.B., Wake Forest College; M.S.W., Tulane University.
JOHNSTON, RUSSELL A . (1956)
Associate Professor of Business
B.S., M.S., Richmond Professional Institute; Ed.D., University of
Kentucky.
JONES, JEAN ( 1964)
Assistant Professor of Social Work
A.B., Oberlin College; M.S.S.A., Western Reserve University.
KALIF, GEORGE (1943)
Professor of Social Work and Director of
Institutes and Workshops
B.A., Tulane University; M.A., Tulane University; Ph.D., Harvard
University.
KEESEE, CURTIS G., JR. ( 1957)
Assistant Professor of Education
B.S., American University; S.T.B., Westminster Theological Seminary;
M.Ed., University of Virginia; Ed.D., University of Virginia.
Assistant Professor of Painting
KERVORKIAN, RICHARD E. ( 1964)
and Graphics
B.F.A., Richmond Professional Institute; Summer Session, Pennsylvania
Academy of Fine Arts; M.F.A., California College of Arts and Crafts.
KooIMAN, CORNELIUS A. (1961 )
Associate Professor and Director
of School of Occupational Therapy
O.T.R., B.S., University of Minnesota; M.A., University of Southern
California.
LAMBERT, JOHN D. ( 1955)
Associate Professor of Business
B.S., Richmond Professional Institute; M.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute.
LANDIS, ALAN ( 1968)
Assistant Professor of Art Education
B.S., Indiana University; M.Ed., Pennsylvania State University; D.Ed.,
Pennsylvania State University.
LANE, LIONEL C. ( 1966)
Associate Professor of Social Work
B.A., Long Island University; M.S. in Ed., College of the City of New
York; M.S., New York School of Social Work; D.S.W., University of
Pennsylvania School of Social Work.
LAZARUS, ALAN H. ( 1967)
Instructor .of Crafts
B.F.A., M.F.A., Rochester Institute of Technology.
LEE, DOROTHY E. ( 1960)
Associate Professor of Business
B.S., M.S., Albany State University; Ph.D., New York University.
LEWIS, CLAYTON D. (1967)
Assistant Professor of Special Education
B.S., Eastern Michigan University; M .A., University of Michigan.

Professor of Social Work and Dean,
School of Social Work
B.A., Carnegie Institute of Technology; M.S.Q., University of Pittsburg
School of Social Work; D.S.W., University of Pennsylvania School of
Social Work.

LODGE, RICHARD ( 1965)

MARTIN, BERNARD M. ( 1961)

Assistant Professor of Painting
and Graphics and Head of the Department
B.F.A., Richmond Professional Institute; M.A., Hunter College.
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1968)

Director of Counseling Ce
and Associate :rofessor of .Educ::.
B.S., Georgia Southern College; M.A., Peabody, Ed.D., Umversity Cl(
Georgia.
MEDLEY, REGINA C . (1967)
Instructor of Arts and Crafti
B.S., M.F.A., Bowling Green State University.
MILLER, ROBERT P. ( 1967)
Assistant Professor of Bus;,.,,,
B.S., M.S., Madison College.
MOLLOY, EMMETT (1968)
Assistant Professor o/
Rehabilitation Counsel'
B.A., Washington College; M.S., Richmond Professional Institute.
lllf
MOTLEY, HESTER C • .<~968)
Assis~ant Pro~esso~ of Education
A.B., M.Ed., Wilham and Mary; Ph.D., Amencan Umvers1ty.
NESBITT, MARION ( 1967)
Professor of Elementary Education
B.S., M.A., Ed.D., Teachers College, Columbia University.
NEUMANN, MARGARETTA R. (1952)
Assistant Professor of Sociology
and Social Wel/are
Ph.B., University of Chicago; M.A., School of Social Service Adminiatration, University of Chicago.
NEWDICK, RICHARD L. ( 1966)
Assistant Professor of Dramatic Art
B.A., University of Maine; M.A., University of North Carolina.
NORTH, HAROLD ( 1965)
Assistant Professor of Sculpture
B.F.A., Rhode Island School of Design; M.F.A., Hartford Art School.
O'HANLAN, J . TREACY (1968)
Honorary Assistant Professor
of Rehabilitation Counseling
M.D., Jefferson Medical College.
OSTROW, ELLEN ( 1964)
Assistant Professor of Social Work
B.S., University of Pittsburg; M.S., Smith College.
PANCOAST, RUTH (1968)
As~istant Professor of Social Work
B.A., Brooklyn College; M.S.W., Adelphi University.
PEEPLES, EDWARD H. ( 1968)
Assistant Professor of Sociology
B.S., Richmond Professional Institute; M.A., University of Pennsylvania; Ph.D., University of Kentucky.
PERRY, REGINA A. (1967)
Assistant Professor of Fine Arts
B.S., Virginia State College; M.A., Ph.D., Western Reserve University.
POLLAK, THERESA (1928)
Professor of Painting and Graphics
B.S., University of Richmond; Harvard University (one summer); New
York Art Students' League (four years); Hans Hofmann School of Art
(one summer) .
Instructor of Sculpture
PUIG, JOSE R. (1967)
B.A., M.F.A., Southern Illinois University.
QUICK, MARGARET (1968)
Assistant Professor of Social Work
B.A., Grove City College; M.S.W., Richmond Professional Institute.
MEADOWS, MARKE. (

Professor of Art"""
Assistant Dean of School of Art
B.F.A., M .F.A., Richmond Professional Institute.

RENICK, CHARLES (

1953)

Associate Professor of Educatiotl
and Dean of StudenU
B.S., M.S., Indiana University; Ed.D., Michigan State University.

R E NNEISEN, CHARLES M.

(1965)
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Professor of Business and Director
of Graduate Studies in Business

tl J KENNETH (1961)
ROAC ' .

A.B., Duke University; M.A., Columbia University; Ed.D., New York
University.
Associate Dean of the School of
ROTHENBERG, ELAINE Z. ( 1960)

Social Work and Professor of Social Work

A.B., Queens College; M .S.S., Smith College School of Social Work.
RUSSELL, DoJELLO C. ( 1965)
Assistant Professor of Social Work
B.A., University of Arkansas; M.S.W., Tulane University School of
Social Work.
RUSSELL, MILO F. (1957)
Assistant Professor of Painting
B.F.A., Richmond Professional Institute; M.A., University of Virginia;
Traveling Fellowship, Virginia Museum of Fine Arts.
SABINE, CLARK ( 1964)
Assistant Professor of Occupational Therapy
O.T.R., B.S., University of Illinois College of Medicine.
SAXTON, DOROTHY P . (1966)
Assistant Professor of Occupational Therapy
Ph.B., Northwestern University; M.A., Western Michigan University.
SAZONICK, NICHOLAS ( 1967)
Instructor of Sculpture
B.F.A., Rhode Island School of Design; M.F.A., Southern Illinois University.
'
ScHRIEBERG, CHARLOTTE S. ( 1965)
Assistant Professor of Social Work
·11.s., Westhampton College; M.S.S.W ., Richmond Professional Institute.
ScHUBERT, MARGARET ( 1968)
Professor of Social Work
A.B., University of California; A.M ., University of Chicago; Ph.D.,
University of Chicago.
ScHWARZ, JOSEPH (1968)
Professor of Art and Director of

Graduate Studies, School of Art
B.F.A., Ohio Wesleyan; M.F.A., University of Illinois; Ph.D., Ohio
State University.
SCOTCH, CHARLES B. (1968)
Assistant Professor of Social Work
B.A., Boston University, M .S.W., University of Pittsburg.
ScoTT, NICHOLAS J . G. (1968)
Instructor of Dramatic Art and Speech
B.A., University of California; M .A ., University of Iowa; J.D., University of Iowa.
SCOTT, VIRGINIA ( 1968)
Instru<:tor of Dramatic Art and Speech
B.A., University of Iowa; M.F.A., University of Iowa.
SEGAL, F LORENCE ( 1968)
Assistant Professor of Social Work
B.A., Queens College; M .A., University of Chicago.
SELLMAN, RICHARD A. ( 1968)
Assistant Professor of Busines.v
B.B.A ., City College of New York; M.B.A., Columbia University;
M.B.A., Boston University; Ph.D., American University.

Assistant Professor of Education
and Psychology

SMITH, H. STUART, JR. (1967)

B.A ., University of Richmond; M.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute.
SNELLINGS, ELEANOR ( 1968)
Associate Professor of Economics
A.B., M .A ., University of North Carolina; Ph.D., Duke University.
SOLOMON, D. JACK (1967)
Instructor of Painting
B.A ., San Diego State College; M .A ., San Francisco State College.
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SPARKS, HowARD L. ( 1966)
Associate Professor of Ed
A.B., College of William and Mary (Norfolk) ; M.A., Ed.D., li
College, Columbia University.
STALNAKER, WADE 0 . (1955)
Professor of Rehabilitation Cou
and Director of the School of Rehabilitation Co
A.B., Fairmont State College; A.M., West Virginia University;
'University of Pittsburg.
TENNANT, DONALD B. ( 1952)
Professor of MUSic
Head of Department of Music EducO::
B.S.: Ohio State University; M.M., University of Michigan; Ph.D., Unj.
vers1ty of Iowa.
TROPP, EMANUEL (1966)
.
Associate Professor of So_cial Wort
B.S.S., College of the City of New York; M.S.S.W., Columbia Univer
sity School of Social Work.
•
TUCKER, WOODIE L. ( 1957)
Associate Professor of Busma,
B.S., University of Virginia; M.Ed., Ph.D., University of Pittsburg.
VACCA, RICHARD S. (1967)
Assistant Professor of Education and
Assistant Dean of the School
A.B., Lafayette College (Pennsylvania); M.S., State University of New
York at Oneonta; Ed.D., Duke University.
WALLACE, JOHN (1968)
Assistant Professor of Rehabilitation CounseUn,
A.B., Lenoir Rhyne; M.S., Richmond Professional Institute; Ph.D.,
American University.
WELCH, RIZPAH L. ( 1967)
Associate Professor of Special Education
B.S., Elizabeth City (N. C.) Teachers College; M .S., Ed.D., Indiana
University.
WELLMAN, MARY LOUISE ( 1956)
Associate Professor of Retailing and
Acting Chairman, School of Distribution
A.B., University of Colorado; M.S., New York University.
WILLIS, H. DAVID ( 1956)
Associate Professor of Businus
B.S., University of West Virginia; M.Ed., Virginia Polytechnic Institute.
WOLFE, ELEANOR V . ( 1957)
Assistant Professor of Occupational Therapy
B.S., Woman's College, University of North Carolina; M.A., Texas Woman's University ; Certificate in Occupational Therapy, Richmond
Professional Institute.
Professor of Rehabilitation Counseli1111
WRIGHT, KEITHC. (1957)
A.B., M.A., Marshall College.
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The Health-Science Division
of
Virginia Commonwealth University
offers graduate studies in several areas:

Anatomy
Biochemistry
Biology
Biometry
Biophysics
Dental Research
Legal Medicine
Medicine
Microbiology
Pathology
Pharmaceutical Chemistry and Chemistry
Pharmacology
Pharmacy
Psychiatric Research
Physiology
Surgery
For information on these courses, those interested should
contact the Dean of the Graduate School, Medical College of
Virginia, Richmond, Virginia.
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7
14
21
28

5

24-25

General Faculty
Meeting, 10:30 a.m.
Faculty Advisers'
Meeting, 2:00 p.m.

Homecoming

28
Convocation at
IOa.m.

8,9, 10

I

2345678
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22
23 24 25 26 27 28 29
30

9-13

12

Orientation for all
new students

Mid-semester grades
due in Registrar's
Office by 9:00 a.m.

11
Registration for
returning and new
day students

12

~~nksgiving

holiday
begins at 12 noon
for evening classes

26
Thanksgiving holiday
begins at I :00 p.m.
for day classes

Last day to submit
an apphcation for
admission or
readmission for the
>pring semester

1-11
Academic advising
for advance
registration

5

Last day to drop a

~.~F~• :~t?,Np?,e of

9, 10, 11
Advance registration
for Spring semf'Stt'r

20

Registration for
special students

Christmas vacation
begi.ns at 12 noon
Final date for oral
defense of graduate
thesis for January
completion of degret's

15
Classes begin at
8:00 a.m.

15-17
Add/drop and late
registration for day
students

15-20
Add/drop and lalt'
registration for
evening students

22

Thanksgiving holiday
ends at 8:00 a.m.

Christmas vacation
ends at 8:00 a.m.

10

8

Registration for
evening classes onlr

Advising sessions for
new students

1 23456
7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27
28293031

5
Last day for fall
degree candidates to
file application

Last day to drop a
course with a
grade of "W"

10

SMTWTF~

SMTWTFS

~

Opening Convocation
at 10 a,m.
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12-21
Final examinatiom
for fall sem~ l er

14-23

26, 27, 28
Registration for
evening classes only

28
Orientation for new
students for sprint
semester

29
Registration for
returning and new
day students

MAY

APRIL

JUNE

.' g

6

20-30

Last day to submit
an application for
admission or
readmission for the
summer session

Academic advising fo
advance registration

2

23

Last day to drop a
course with grade of

Spring vacation ends
at8:00a.m.

7

4

14

Holiday

End of 3-week and
9-week sessions

10, 11

15

Registration for
summer session

Last day to submit
an application for
admISSion or
readmission for the
fall semester

13
Twelve-week Saturday
cl~ses begin

28-30

15-16

15

Parents' Weekend

End of 6-week
session

Advance registration
for fall semester

23

Classes begin lor
6-week and 9-week
sessions

24

25-June 3

Registration for
3-week and 5-week
sessions

Classes end for
~pring

semester

SMTWTFS
1
2345678
9 10 II 12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22
23 24 25 26 27 28 29
30 31

Commencement Day

"WF" or"WP"

Convocation at
!Oa.m.

AUGUST

JULY
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123456
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26 27 28 29 30 31
26 27 28 29 30
31

Final examinations
for spring semester

27-June 5
Submitting of final
grade reports to the

24

27
Classes begin for
3-week and 5-week
sessions

Regl~trar

31

29

Final date for oral
defense of graduate
t hesis for August
completion of degrees

Final date for oral
defense of graduate
thesis for June
graduation
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28
End of 5-week session

29
End of 12-week
Saturday classes

